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A TIME FOR ACTION 

The following essay is based 

on a call to action issued by 

Hagaon Horav Moshe Fein
stein, Shlita, to yeshiva stu

dents, in view of the extraor-

dinary nature of our times. We 

believe that it has broad im

plications to every individual's 

responsibility to act on behalf 

of his fellow Jew. 

"FIRST CORRECT YOURSELF, AND THEN CORRECT OTHERS" (Sanhedrin 18a). It 
is indeed a great mitzvah to bring others close to Torah. First, however, one must 
strengthen his own commitment to Torah. 

Yeshiva years are a time when one n1ust concentrate on self-Improvement. 
During one's youth, one must make Torah study his full time occupation, striving 
for greatness in Torah. A student must use every emotion to bring himself close 
to Torah. Even traits generally considered negative, such as envy) must be har
nessed to further one's growth in Torah, as the Ge1nora advises: "Envy a1nong 
scribes increases rvisdom" (Baba Basra 21a). ljke King -David, his cry n1ust be 
"My soul thirsts for You" (Tehillim 63:2). This must supersede all other invo]vc
n1ents. Only after one has developed his own powers in Torah can one assu1nc 
responsibility for others. 

This sequence is reflected in our prayers, when we ask G-d to give us the 
power "to learn and to teach." First we must learn, then we can teach others. 

Today, however, a crisis situation exists, and it is 1nost acute. While there 
were times when we could keep ourselves distant from forces of darkness, they 
arc now closing in, even threatening the most sheltered co1nmunities of those 
loyal to Torah. In addition, many people estranged from Torah are searching 
for the truth of Torah. These arc exceptiona] times. We inust therefore examine 
our accepted priorities to determine who is to be charged with the responsibility 
of battling to better our situation and under what conditions. 

THE FIRST STEP lN THIS EXAMINATION is the establishment of guidelines. Rules 
must be strictly adhered to, even when bringing people close to Torah, and 
unless one follows then1, he can do more damage than good. 

The most basic of rules is to follow the directives of our Torah leadership, 
cspeciaJly in the area of k;ruv rechokin1 (reaching out to those estranged fron1 
Yiddishkeit), where there is always a temptation and rationalization to compromise 
and to make concessions. WhiJc every discipline has its experts, and people 
generally recognize that one can only succeed if he fo11ows their advice, in kiruv 
rechokhn there arc too many self-styled experts, who believe that they know more 
than Gedolei Torah. Too often, their ideas can accon1plish n1ore harm than good. 
Worse yet, they consider such matters outside the expertise of our Torah leaders 
and feel that they are not obligated to follow their teachings, even making light of 
their advice. This approach, in itself, is as great an evil as that which they arc 
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setting out to overcome, for it does violence to a central aspect of the Jewish 
commitment: the authority vested in the Torah leadership of each generation, 
as an integral part of Torah sheba' al Peh (the Oral Law). 

The Gemora tells of a heathen who came to Hillel to be converted to 
Judaism (Shabbos 3Ja). The heathen was willing to accept both the Written Torah 
and the Oral Law-as Rashi explains-but he refused to recognize the interpre
tations of Shammai and Hillel as part of the Oral Law spoken by G-d. Nonetheless 
Hillel accepted him. Hillel was confident (Rashi continues) that once he taught 
the heathen, the latter would come to depend upon him. Rashi's explanation of 
this incident illustrates that belief in the Oral Law is totally dependent upon the 
acceptance of the teachings of the Gedolei Hadar. 

This authority must be granted to the leaders of each generation, regardless 
of their relative merit to leaders of other generations-"Y iftach in his generation 
is like Shmuel in lu's" (Rosh Hashana 25b). Even though the prophet Shmuel 
was undoubtedly greater than Yiftach, the latter still merited ultimate respect as 
the Torah leader of his own generation. Greater sages have existed in earlier times, 
but our obligation is to follow those of our age. 

One who does not accevt the Tor ah leaders o.f his f{eneration cannot clabn 
to believe in the Oral La}V. Thus a person who does not subfugate hbnself to 
our Torah leaders. even though he may be religious in every other respect, is not 
qualified to lead others in kiruv rechokim. 

WHEN PRESENTED WITH THE OPPORTUNITY to engage in endeavors outside of his 
personal growth, the ben Torah will normally defer to others. He assumes that 
there are others who are equally qualified to handle the problem at hand, if not 
more so. Now that so many irreligious people are seeking truth, we might hope 
that there arc enough interested parties who are qualified to meet their needs. 
Unfortunately, this is not so, for the very ones who claim to offer them truth 
are often further from it than the seekers, and might even be described as being 
ensnared in an idolatry of sorts: 

The Torah warns "Do not turn to the idols" (Vayikra 19:4 ), which the 
Ge1nora explains as a reference to conceptual idols, ideologies not based on the 
Torah (Shabbos 149a). Unless one follows the Torah meticulously, he can even 
make idols of his own ideas. This unstructured and uninhibited "freedom of 
thought" is frequently the hallmark of many who are engaged in enlightening 
those who are seeking, and unquestionably disqualifies them from the task. 

Yet those who seek guidance must be led by someone. He who leads others 
must be extremely firm in his faith. He must not follow his own whims, but must 
base his entire ideology on G-d's Torah. He must be meticulous in adhering to 
the teachings of our Torah leaders, and must not be misled by false ideologies 
or foreign methodologies. 1'his leaves us none but the ben Torah, whose spiritual 
stamina is fortified by the Torah as taught by the heads of our great yeshivas. Only 
he is eauioved to address the niasses and return them to the truth. 

BUT THE YESHIVA STUDENT MAY INSIST that he can offer the world much more 
by devoting himself fully to his Torah studies, his primary obligation. One is not 
permitted to interrupt Torah study for any mitzvah, unless it is a personal obligation 
(such as tefillin or reciting Shma). Indeed, our People's greatest teacher and prime 
redeemer, Moshe Rabbeinu, actually would have preferred to abstain from leading 
the Jewish People from bondage to freedom. He realized that he could accomplish 
n1uch more through his personal involvement in Torah. 
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The Midrash tells of Moshe's unwillingness to assume leadership in four major 
assignments: pleading to Pharaoh for the release of Bnai Yisroe/, splitting the 
Yam Suf, ascending Mount Sinai to receive the Torah, and entering the newly 
erected Ohel Mo'ed (the tabernacle). In each of these cases Moshe stood aside 
until G-d commanded him to lead: "You must, for there is no one else!" 

Thus, the yeshiva student's predilection to abstain has a precedent. But by 
the same token so does the necessity that he become actively involved, in exceptional 
circumstances. As Moshe responded to the voice of authority when it told him 
that he must because there was no one else, so too must our yeshiva students. 
As mentioned before, there arc no others who are qualified for the task. Under 
such circumstances, Torah study n1ust a]so be interrupted. 

Another factor that enlarges the obligation on those who arc capable of bringing 
others closer to Torah is the fact that many people who arc far from a Torah life 
can be categorized as a Tinokos Shenishbu, peop1e held captive by Gentiles since 
infancy ( Yoreh De'ah 159: 6). It is a n1itzvah-'Jn obligation-to bring such 
individuals back to the Torah and Judaism (Mishneh Torah, Flilchos Mamrim 3:3). 
When there is no one else to accomplish this, then one must even take time from 
his Torah studies to do so. 

In sum1narv. one 1nust emulate Moshe. who was a leader because he had 
no choice. 

Tl1ERE JS ALWAYS THE DEFENSE against active involvement in teaching others: 
l\/fusl I sacrifice nzy own growth? 

The Gemora teaches us: "A man and his son must both study Torah. When 
possibi1ities exist for only one, a n1an's personal needs take precedence to his 
son's" (Kidushin 29b, Yoreh Deah 245:2). One may not even take time from his 
own Torah studies to teach his son, unless he knows that his son's potential is 
greater than his own. This is a highly significant point: If one's own studies take 
precedence over teaching his own child, then they certainly take precedence over 
teaching strangers. 

Y ct we find that Rabbi Preda had a student with whom he reviewed each 
lesson 400 times. As a reward for this, 400 extra years were allotted to his life, 
and everyone in his generation was guaranteed a place in the World to Conic 
(Hruvin 54b). 

One would assume that Rabbi Preda could have gained more knowledge had 
he used this time for his own study. To be sure, when one teaches, he also learns~ 
in keeping with Rabbi Chanina's statement: "I have learned much from my 
teachers, more from my companions, and most of all from my students" (Taanis 
7a). Rav Chanina's maxim, however, obviously did not apply to a student such 
as Rabbi Preda's. In addition, no one can grow exc)usively from teaching; each 
individual must also study for himself. 

What is apparent fron1 this is that even though an individual's own studies 
take vrecedence over another's, he must still .find tbne to teach others. 

A MAJOR QUESTION REMAINS, HOWEVER: How 111uch tin1e can and 1nust one devote 
to this task? 

A rule of proportions for giving of personal resources to others can be 
inferred from the laws of charity. (We find a similar parallel in Tana DeBei 
Eliahu Rab bah 27.) A person must have enough to take care of his own personal 
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needs before he gives charity (Tur Y or eh De' ah 1 51 ) . Nevertheless, this is not 
to be taken so literally as to totally exempt a person who does not have everything 
he needs from giving charity ( Y oreh De' ah 248: I). There is always some measure 
that one must do for others. 

The same is true of our own l'orah needs. Beyond question, one's primary 
obligation is to his own studies. One can never say that he has amassed enough 
to 1nect his personal needs, for Torah "is longer than the earth and broader than 
the sea." One must therefore give his own studies precedence, but this n1ust not 
be absolute. One must also act on behalf of others. 

As in charity, where one has an obligation to give a tenth of his incon1e to 
the poor_. so must one spend one tenth of his time working on behalf of others, 
hringing then1 close to 1'orah. If one is endowed 1-Vith greater resources, he 111ust 
correspondingly svend more of his tilne -i-vUh others. 

ONE CANNOT CONTEMPLATE INVOLVEMENT with fellow Jews in more worldly 
circumstances, even for the higher purpose of winning them to a 'rorah con1mit
ment, without taking note of the risks and pitfalls that abound today. It is in 
place to issue words of caution as wel1 as words of encouragement in this regard. 

l"oday's situation has special pitfalls peculiar to our times. Many people feel 
that they can partake of the worldly along with Torah. They do not realize that this 
world is the portion of Eisav, and not of Yaacov (Devarim Rabbah 1: 17). They 
want to indulge in all worldly delights. in a kosher manner; should a commodity 
or activity carry a kosher label, they even consider it a mitzvah to pursue it. This 
brings people to Jose valuable tin1e fron1 their l"orah studies, and in some respects 
the situation has reached tragic proportions. Most certainly, then, if one hopes 
to bring others to Torah, he must make Torah the primary focus of his life. It is 
thus incumbent upon us to divorce ourselves from worldly pursuits to the greatest 
extent possible. Our sages went so far as to contemplate completely destroying 
all evil urges (yetzer hara). They did not fully execute this plan because a measure 
of yetzer hora is essential for the continuance of the course of nature. Nonetheless, 
they sought to reduce pursuit of worldly desires to the greatest degree possible. 

When faced with this warning to avoid entanglements in worldly pleasures and 
distractions, one might well be reluctant to engage in any pursuit other than 
Torah study-even for the ultimate purpose of bettering the lot of others through 
kiruv rechokitn. But the current situation makes urgent demands upon us, for 
"It is a time to work for G-d, they have abandoned Your Torah" (Tehillim 
119: 126). Indeed, one must devote the major portion of his time to Torah study, 
but there arc times when we must set Torah study aside and implement 1·orah 
action for G-d's sake, to bring the truth to others. 

When one does this in the manner vrescribed bv our I'orah leadership, then 
G-d will give him strenRth so that association with people estranged frorfl our 
religion 1vill not harm him. 

When one follows the ways of Torah, he is indeed protected by G-d from 
all harm. It is in this spirit that the Torah tells us: "Yaacov came complete to 
the citv of Shechem" (Bereishis 33:18). Rashi comments that he returned from 
Lavan' complete in body, possessions, and Torah. He had followed the way of the 
Torah, and no harm could befall him. [J 
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HCulU.ng (Jur (;onti11,e11t ... " 

llNTIL RECENTLY) ('hristian missionary activity directed 
toward Jews was aln1ost a joke. We were aware of their 
efTorts and the nu1tcrials that they were distributing, but 
we \Vere also aware that almost all of it ended in the 
trash can. Jn those days, the total number of conver
sions numbered less than a dozen annually, and in the 
entire country there could not have been n1ore than a 
fC\V score rneshumaditn ( apo:«tates) calling themselves 
"Jewish (~hristians. '' 

In the past two years, however, this situation has 
changed radically. Almost everyone is now <cnvare of 
the missionaries re1narkable and disturbing progress. 
1'hey have been making significant inroads on the 
Jewish collegiate scene, and converts now nu1nber in 
the thousand";;. What was once a disturbing joke is no\v 
a cause for much concern within the Jewish con1n1unity. 

A far cry from the seedy naive approach of previou~ 
decades, these 111odern 1nissionaries arc now launching 
a slick, hip campaign. They offer brochures and pan1-
phlets that are strictly "with it." They have hegun <l 
concentrated campaign through the media, and have 
found a generation of value-hungry Jewish youth ready 
to swallow their bait. Millions of dollars arc presently 
being expended in this effort. 

RABBI KAPLAN s//l(fit>d in .\1esii·1a Torah Vodaath and has 
Sn1icha fro111 Yeshivas Afir of Jer11sa!t>111. He has hcen actfre 
in youth work horf1 on and off the univer.\'ity ca111pus, in cn11-
i11nction with NCSY (the National Council of Synagogue 
'Youth, of the @) rtnd other organizations. AnuJng his 1nanv 
published worl•s i.~ his af1out-to-he-released Rabbi Nach1nan's 
Wisdom, a tran.~fation of Reh Nachn1an of BN'slav's "Sichos 
Ha Ran." 
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Key 73 
ALTHOUGH NOT DIRECTED ESPECIALLY at Jews, Key 73 
raises a major point of concern in the J cwisb co1n-
1nunity. It is active on a national scale, launched with a 
1najor television special, and has a n1ass appeal that is 
bound to reach a large number of Jews of all ages. 
~fherc is no question that this will strengthen existing 
n1issionary activity, and provide an at1nosphcre \vherc 
1nore and more of our youth arc ~xposed to Chri~tian 
doctrines. In order to appreciate the problcn1, it is im
portant to understand the history. purpose. and scope 
of Key 73. 

Key 73 has been called one of the most ambitious 
projects in the 1nodcrn history of Christianity, ain1ing 
at overwhelming the United States and Canada with 
the Christian message. It is supported by n1ost n1ajor 
Protestant denominations, as well as a good 11un1ber of 
Catholic dioceses. 

The Scope 
The planned scope of Key 73 includes programs of 

Bible study. public prayer. door-to-door visits by 
c~hristians to their non-believing neighbors, and si1nilar 
activities. It is projected that these progra111s \Vi11 be 
carried out on the local level by some 200.000 Chris
tian congregations. The national Key 73 headquarters 
in St. l,ouis ls mean'.vhilc putting together films and 
brocl1urcs, as well as radio, television and newspaper 
advertisements, promoting the cause of Christi<.1nity. All 
this is being financed by a fundraising drive that is 
expected to raise several million do1lars. 
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The (ienesis 
Key 73 grew out of a 1967 editorial in Christianity 

Today, which called upon all Christians to pool their 
efforts to promote the faith. Billy Graham and other 
prominent ministers were struck by the idea, and held a 
meeting in Washington, D.C. to discuss it. They picked 
1973 as the earliest practical target year. 

An offshoot of this was the Christian Consciousness 
Revival, held two years ago in Dallas, Texas, and 
attended by some 75,000 young people. A number of 
top evangelists n1et and set a goal of Christianizing both 
America and the world within ten years. A great deal 
of attention was directed toward the Jews, and mi1lions 
of dollars were pledged toward missionary activity in 
this direction. This was the birthplace of many mis
sionary activities directed toward the Jews. 

~fhcsc missionary groups arc not spontanious up
risings. 1~hey arc part of a well financed, well organized 
.)'/unad effort. Worse yet, they have been notoriously 
successful. 

The Vulnerahle Jew 

AT .NO THvlE JN HISTORY has the young Jew been as 
vulnerable to the cntice1nents of Christian missionaries 
as at present. 

'fo begin with, the Jewish collegiate is the victim of 
an educational system that has utterly failed to teach 
hin1 Judais1n as a viable lifestyle. As a rule, his Jewish 
education consisted mostly of history and language, 
totally lacking in insights into the depths of Torah 
and hashkafa (a religious philosophy). In discussing 
their Jev·,1ish education 1 most collcgiatcs look back at 
it as a totally negative experience. Too many of our 
educators seen1 totally unable to communicate a sense 
of n1caningfulness, relevancy, and excitement in their 
teaching of J udais111. In the non-Orthodox co1n1nunity 
the proble1n has assumed overwhelming proportions, 
but even our O\Vn synagogue schools arc guilty of failing 
to i1npart to our children any deep understanding of 
Torah and Yiddishkeit. 

Not finding any ideological outlet in Judaism, the 
contemporary Jewish youth has turned to other avenues. 
He has bccon1e active in every new cause, whether it 
was civil rights. the free speech 1novcment, anti-war 
protests, Black Panther rallies, Biafra or Bangla Desh. 
He has experimented widely with grass, hash and acid. 
He has shuttled from one cause to the next, from one 
fad to another. He is a child of his generation, desper
ately seeking roots and searching for meaning in life. 
He feels cxausted and alone, yearning for something 
that will make life worth living. 

We find our Jewish youth flocking to dozens of 
disciplines and creeds, They are found in the ranks of 
'Krishna consciousness, transcendental meditation, Zen, 
Subud and Yoga. Beyond these, they have explored the 
entire landscape of pop therapies and enthusiasms. 
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Desperately searching youth are ready to turn every 
passing idea into an object of faith. The Whole Earth 
Catalogue, Tarot cards and the I Ching all have served 
as fundamental texts for our deluded Jewish youth. 

All of these expressions indicate a profound need for 
religious values and experience. Of these, the "new" 
Christianity has been the most recent, popular and 
obvious expression of this need, 

The Appeal of Christianity 

ALL THESE DISCIPLINES and creeds tend to satisfy our 
youth's driving need for certainty, purity and involve-
111cnt transcending the self. Christianitv has become 
more popular than the others because ·it provides all 
this and 1nore. 1"he missionaries con1c bearing instantan
eous, push-button forgiveness of sin, and an apparent 
end to all guilt and self-disgust. They offer companion
ship in a lonely world, and authority in a society that 
has beco111e progressively more rootless and permissive. 
They can explain and justify present suffering in sin1-
plistic tenno;;;, and at the sa1ne tilne, offer the hope that 
good will triumph. Lulled in the bosom of Christianity, 
a confused boy or girl can once again become an 
innocent child. 

Beyond this, Christianity has also been made a very 
~nticing part of the youth culture, Plays and 1novies 
such as Superstar and Godspe/l contain themes with 
which Jewish youth can easily identify. Songs ex
plicating Christian values, once the fare of Sunday 
1norning church programs, now find their way into 
the Top 40. Almost subliminally, these values have 
bccon1e part of our youth culture, leaving our rootless 
youth particularly vulnerable to the message of the 
1nissionaries. 

"Judaism?-\\tc Did It Already" 

THE ULTIMATE TRAGEDY is that many of these youths 
\vill search everywhere for an answer except in Judaism. 
They feel that they know about Judaism-they have 
gone to Hebrew School-and they feel 110 compulsion 
to re-explore it. The picture that they have been given 
of Judaism is so negative in their eyes, that it is not 
even \\'Orth considering. 

A prominent Jewish thinker once suggested that 
much of our alienation problem would be solved if all 
our Hebrew Schools and Talmud Torahs were shut 
down. This would at least leave our youth with the 
opportunity to search for Yiddishkeit. While I would 
not advocate anything quite to radical, our ideas con
cerning Jewish education-especia11y on the non
Yeshiva lcvel---certainly need a major overhaul. 

We find our youth yearning increasingly for the tran
scendental. But what efforts have been made to teach 
our children the transcendental elements of Judaism? 
How much stress is placed on HaShem as the basis of 
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Our youth is yearning for the transcendental. Yiddishkeit can 
provide the experience, but how much of our schools' curricula 

stress "teshuva," "kedusha," and "tahara"? 

our religion'? How much is taught about the spiritual 
nature of the 1nitzvos? 

Our youth are overburdened with feelings of guilt 
and alienation. But what percent of our curricula deal 
with the fundamental concepts of teshuvah? How 
much emphasis is placed on the profound differences 
between Judaism as a lifestyle and that of middle-class 
America? How much is taught about kedusha and 
tahara (sanctity and purity)? Unfortunately. the very 
clements sought most by our youth are often dismissed 
by our educators as being "too religious." 

Judaisin obviously does have the answers. Every be
lieving Jew knows this. Judaism and 1"orah have pro
vided us with meaning and depth for more than three 
thousand years in every possible culture, and has been 
c1ninently successful in meeting myriad challenges. But 
unless we can co1nn1unicate this to our youth, they will 
rc1nain increasingly vulnerable to the efforts of the 
inissionaries-and worse. 

The Iceberg 

ALTHOUGH THE 11ISSIONARY PROBLENI is very grave, it 
is 1nerely the tip of the iceberg. True, it is a very 
dra1natic problen1 and we are losing thousands of our 
youth to these 111issionaries. Yet, for every young boy 
or girl that converts to Christianity, there arc over a 
hundred lost to Judaism in any number of other ways. 
An alarming and growing majority of our youth is 
being claimed by intermarriage, assimilation and general 
alienation. When reports tell us that 80% of our youth 
never go to synagogue, even on Rosh Hashanah and 
Yom Kippur, something is dramatically wrong. When 
we find that ahnost half of our youth are intermarrying) 
then we know that we are faced with a problem of 
awesome dimensions. The missionaries exist but they 
arc only a small facet of this problem. 

In some ways, the missionary movement and Key 
73 might ultimately be good for the Jewish community. 
Undeniably, those whom we lose represent an irrevo
cable tragedy. Nonetheless, even evil will contain an 
element of good and can further HaShe1n's goals. And 
the n1issionary nlovement can have a positive aspect 
if it awakens us to the larger problem facing the Jewish 
co min unity. 

Our situation is not unlike the person who is ill 
hut unaware of it-even when he learns that all is not 
well. he delays seeking treatment. But when symptoms 
get worse and pain sets in. he seeks a physician. The 
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symptoms may be most painful, but when they force 
the individual to seek treatment, they may ultimately 
save his life. 

There is absolutely no question that American Jewry 
is mortally sick, dying a slow death, and very few of 
us were doing anything about it. Of course, Yiddishkeit 
is flourishing in some communities, but this represents 
but a minisculc percentage of the total Jewish popu
lation. The rest of American Jewry is almost terminally 
ill, while the religious comn1unity continues its business 
as if nothing unusual were happening. 

Suddenly we find ourselves suffering unbearable pain 
-witnessing Jewish boys and girls converting to Chris
tianity. Should this evil push us to try to cure the 
disease, then it may also prove to be a blessing in 
disguise. If we start seeking a cure, then there may 
he hope for J cwry as a whole. 

Diagnosis: Do1nination of the Inauthentic 

THE FIRST STEP, of course, is to carefuJly diagnose the 
disease, of which shn1ad is only one symptom. The 
blurring of lines between authentic Judaism and spuri
ous innovations represents a larger and more serious 
aspect of this disease. Our youth can all too readily see 
through the sham of non-authentic ideologies sold under 
the banner of Judais1n, and they then tend to disn1iss 
the authentic together with the spurious. We must 
reject this falsehood, and make it clear that there is 
only one authentic Torah Judaism, and that it and it 
alone offers meaning and purpose in the truest sense of 
the word. 

Isolation of the Torah Co1n1nunit_v 

Another aspect of the disease has been the isolation 
of the Torah community and its indifference to the 
plight of American Jewry at large. The general feeling 
was, "As long as my own children go to yeshiva-as 
long as they grow up to be shomrei niitzvos-then 
everything is all right.•• There were some concerned 
groups, such as NCSY and Lubavitch. but they repre
sented only a very s111al1 portion of Torah Jewry's 
resources. It was only when we began to feel the 
threat to our children that we have begun to react. 

It is sad but true that we have not been onr brothers' 
keepers. There are many detailed laws stemming from 
mitzvos of Torah origin, directing us to speak up when 
we see others going astray. It is time that \Ve began 
to study and know these dinim. The Gemora tells us 
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that when the Bais HaMikdash was destroyed, even 
the most righteous of men were killed because they 
made no effort to lead their brethren to the true path. 
1"hc Ran1bam co1nments that HaShe1n had promised 
that they would survive. and that this was the only 
time that He ever annulled a good decree. The point 
is that our responsibilities extend beyond our door:-;tcps. 

Recently, such gedolim as Rabbi Moshe Feinstein 
and Rabbi Gcdalia Schorr spoke out, saying that even 
yeshiva students should devote son1e tin1e in heiring 
bring others back to Yiddishkeit. ln the case of yc~hiva 
students, a heter is needed to permit them to take 
ti1nc fron1 their sacred studies toward this end. But 
those not in1n1crsed in Torah study certainly have 
always had the obligation to be concerned for the 
uncon1mitted. Everyone of us n1ust find his way of 
responding to the unspoken cry for help that is in the 
hearts if not on the lips of our estranged brothers. 

Judaism Without Religion? 
In many ways, the n1issionary problem affords us a 

unique opportunity to teach Judaisn1 as a religion. In 
the past, those adv0cating the religious aspects of 
Judaism often represented an uncon1fortably s1na1l 
minority in the total Jewish co1nn1unity. The vast 
majority found their area of concern in Zionism, social 
action. and fund raising. Many young Je\vs were never 
given any opportunity whatsoever to confront Judaisn1 
as a religion. 

The missionaries, however. are selling religion. and 
can therefore only be fought with religious truth. At 
a recent meeting, a prominent Reform leader declared 
that only the Orthodox can effectively combat the mis
sionaries. 'fhc students attracted to the niissionaries 
arc those who have an interest in reHgion. Only the 
truths of Judais1n can provide a potent antidote. 

()ur anti-missionary activities 1nay therefore force 
many students to confront their Jewishness for the 
first tin1e in a purely religious light. We arc prompting a 
most basic question from them. While declaring that 
their being Jewish is directly opposed to Christianity, 
we leave one question unanswered: What does being 
Jewish favor? 

What Should \Ve Do? 

Attacking the c:ause: 
Strengthening Jewish Awareness 

IT IS OBVIOUS that any success on the part of th~ n1is

sionarics is closely related to the widespread intellectual 
<1nd spiritual paucity on the part of our youth. We n1ust 
move to reverse these trends, especially through educa
tional youth programs. Our leaders must encourage 
Jews of all ages to seek a broader and deeper under
standing of our great Torah teachings, imbibing a new 
Je\¥ish awareness. 'fhis cannot be a mere intcllcctua] 
exercise, and 1nuch more is needed than Jogical proof 
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and demonstrations. The n1issionaries do not try to 
appeal to logic. They are quite aware of the holes in 
their arguments. But they arc very skilled in the use 
of experiential involvement and emotional appeal. 

Judaism: Feel It and Think It 

We must counteract this with an experiential involve-
1nent and emotional appeal for Judaisn1. This, of course, 
111ust he combined \Vith an inte1lectual approach. l'hc 
study of Torah is one of the most important doors to 
Judaisn1, and it is inte11ectually both logical and stimu
lating. But another very in1portant approach is to allow 
students to "'taste and see" what true Judaisn1 is all 
ahout. 

The Experience 
The two most successful organizations in reaching 

out to uncommitted Jewish youth have been NCSY 
and Lubavitch. These organizations have brought liter
ally thousands of teenagers and collegiales back to 
Yiddishkeit. It is interesting to note, ho\vever, that 
they both share the same basic approach. They do not 
just speak about Shabbos and davening. They take 
students and expose them to a Shabhos, allow them to 
participate in real davening, give then1 a feeling of the 
intrinsic beauty of Judaism. Given this with a little 
sound hashkafa, a surprising number of our youth 
suddenly discover Judaism as a live option. 

]leer Influence 

Another important clement that both these groups 
share is peer influence. It is good and well for a rabbi 
or teacher to preach about Torah and Yiddishkeit, but 
our youth must also see it exercised as a live option by 
their contemporaries. lt is truly amazing what can result 
when one places a non-committed young Jew in contact 
with his religious peers in a controlled atmosphere. 
f<or many, seeing their contemporaries turned on to 
Yiddishkeit is a startling revelation, and it is usually 
n1ore effective than the best rabbi or teacher. 

Home-coming 

Another effective program involves inviting young
sters to spend Shabbos and holidays in religious homes. 
1'his gives them the opportunity to view Judaism as 
a lifestyle that is both appealing and meaningful; and 
it gives the guests an opportunity to fonnulate a mental 
image or goal of how they will conduct their own adult 
lives in the future. This is son1ething that can be 
instituted in many synagogues with a minimun1 of 
expense and effort. A good cxa111ple of such a progran1 
exists in Hartford, where several dozen homes are 
regularly opened to college students, with remarkable 
success. 

In general, every Jewish community will have to 
make its own appraisal of the challenges posed by 
n1issionary activity. Alienation, however. is a universal 
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problem, and must be faced as such. Each community 
n1ust do what it can, taking its own unique problems 
and resources into account. 

Challenging missionaries is risky. They are 
obstinate, do not listen, and relish martyr
dom . ... It is best to rely on professional 
personnel. 

Fighting die I\Iissionarics: Lin1itations 

WlIEN CONFRONTED WITlf MISSIONARIES engaged in 
their work, \VC must be carefuJ not to overreact. It is 
very alar1ning to hear reports of individual conversions, 
but \Ve have no evidence that the missionaries arc 
having any over\vhcln1ing i1npact on our Jewish youth. 
As mentioned earlier, it is more part of the gloon1y 
overall picture of Jewish alienation. On the other hand 
we must also realize that every Jewish soul is infinitely 
precious, and that IHJ effort should be spared to stop 
the work of the n1issionaries. 

Stopping the missionarjes, however, is no easy task. 
They are both dedicated and obstinate. Jn some cases. 
strong-ar111 tactics have been successful. but there is 
always the danger of Chillul HaShem. These very 
strong-urin tactics often give the missionaries an11nuni
tion in declaring that Judaism is in orally and spiritually 
bankrupt. 
• We must also keep in mind the din that it is 
forbidden to engage a Jewish apikorus or apostate in 
debate. Tt can be very tempting to try to beat the mis
sionaries at their own game of Biblical "proof." We 
inust, however, remember that this is their ga111c. Mis
sionaries are often closed-minded fanatics. They are 
trained to respond to arguments with pat, almost 
memorized answers. If they cannot handle an objection, 
they will deflect it by raising another point, and still 
another. Even when you win, you often lose. 
• M'issionaries often try to engage Jews in debates, 
especially where they find a public forum. Most of these 
111issionaries spend months trajning for such debates. 
They know the passages from the Prophets used for 
their "proofs" n1uch better than most yeshiva graduates, 
even though their overall knowledge of Tanach may 
be meager. If one is not especially trained in this field, 
he may find himself totally at a loss in dispelling these 
"proofs.H ~[here arc several excellent publications, such 
as the Otzar Vikuchim, which utterly refute all their 
arguments and claims, but even these are best used by 
trained personnel) and then, only where there is a 
genuine possibility that a convert may be won back to 
Judaism. 
• It is very important not to publicly attack or abuse 
these missionaries. They relish the aura of 1nartyrdon1 
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that this gives them, and often use it to their own 
advantage. In general, their style is likely to be cool 
and friendly. It is best to respond in kind, displaying a 
firm! calm and secure conviction of one's faith in 
Judaism. 

The Direct Confrontation 

There is always the question of what to do when 
directly confronted with the problem of conversion. 
What does one do when confronted by a Jew who has 
converted to Christianity? How should one react? 
How can one help? 

Where feasible it is best to contact organizations 
actively involved with this problem. They c have per
sonnel trained to deal with converts, and have an 
excellent record of success. \rery often, they arc able 
to turn a 1nesluanad around and n1ake hiin into an 
observant Torah Jew. Although the names and 
addresses of these organizations cannot be publicized in 
print, they can be reached through any of our major 
national Orthodox organizations. 

There are ti111es, however, when one cannot make 
use of these organizations. One might then find himself 
in a positjon where he can have a positive influence on 
a 1neshu1nad, and there are several points that should 
be ren1en1bered. As Jong as there js a definite chance 
to win hi1n back, we have the obligation to try. 

The first thing to do \vhcn placed in such a situation 
is to gain an understanding of the issues involved. 
There is some good material available from such or
ganizations as NCSY, and it can often be used to good 
advantage. c 

The din states that one should not engage a 111eshu-
111ad in debates, and on a practical level, this has been 
found to be excellent advice. Such debates most often 
only serve to harden the convcrfs position and n1ake 
the gap all the more difficult to bridge. The best thing 
to do is to politely hear him out, and let him talk until 
he gets it out of his system. The only verbal response to 
the argument need be "A ni n1aan1in be' en1unah shlei-
1nah-I believe in Judaism \Vith perfect faith," and 
express personal concern. Most 1neshun1adin1 are hun
gry for friendship, and will readily respond to a warm 
approach. 

In speaking of people such as these, the Rambam 
tells us that we must "draw them with words of peace, 
until they return to the strength of the Torah." He 
does not advise us to engage in debates or arguments. 
The experiences of most groups engaged in anti-mis
sionary activity have demonstrated the wisdom of the 
Rambam's advice and have shown it to be the most 
successful approach. 

Where a 1najor problem exists, con1munities should 
set up their own anti-missionary task force. There is a 
small band of professionals that is able to set up 
training programs in this area. Here again, these can 
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most readily be contacted through our national 
Orthodox organizations. 

Another area where our national organizations can 
help is in the generation of study materials. Some 
anti-missionary material is now available, but there is 
need for much 1nore. As we learn by experience, we 
must update these materials and make them reflect 
our increased sophistication in dealing with this 
problem. 

Even more important is the necessity for materials 
explaining the basics of Judaism. The best way to 
counterattack the missionary effort is by stressing the 
positive values of Judaism. Here again, good materials 
are needed, and only too few exist today. It might be 
a good idea to renew the "Jewish Pocket Book" con-

OUR ALIENATED BRETHREN 

cept, with the widest possible distribution. Our national 
organizations can be of great help in financing, publish
ing and distributing such materials. 

Summary 

THE AMERICAN JEWISH COMMUNITY is facing a great 
crisis, an important symptom of which is the current 
missionary problem. Unless some action is taken, we 
stand to lose as much as 90% of our youth in the 
next two generations. Even the most ardent Torah 
Judaism will find difficulty in thriving in an environ
ment where the majority of Jews are totally alienated 
from their roots. With the exception of maintaining 
our Yeshivas and Bais Yaakovs, this problem deserves 
the highest priority in the Jewish community. O 

What Can a Yeshiva Bachur Do? 
by Yisroel Belsky 

A yeshiva educator examines a modern dilemma: Thousands of 
young men have graduated from our finest yeshivas. Their fullest 
impact has not been felt on the American society. Can young 
men be trained in community responsibility without damaging 

their status as full-time students of Torah? 

Where Are Those Beautiful Dream.i? 

Is there a normal youth who has never been carried 
away by adolescent fancy, with his private vision of 
how he would someday change the world? The yeshiva 
student too, frustrated by the mass defection from 
Torah he see all around him, waxes in his dream of 
bringing Yiddishkeit to the lost Jewish Tribes of 
America. As he continues to advance in his studies, 
developing higher ideals and stronger motivation, his 
standard of the world-redeemed continues to rise. Once 
he ventures outside of the walls of the Bais Hamidrash 
however and encounters the harshness of the rea1itics 
of alienation. he naturally becomes frightened and 
disenchantment sets in. 

On a long-distance bus-ride, at a family gathering, 
in a discussion with a taxi-driver, he finds that aliena
tion wears many faces, including disinterest and even 
hostility. He doesn't know the arguments, the vocabu-

RABBI BELSKY is a Rosh Yeshiva in Mesivta Torah Vodaath, 
nnd serves as advisor to various projects of the Zeirei Agudath 
Israel of An1erica. 
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lary, even the beginnings of an approach to initiate a 
"reach-out." So he postpones the great adventure until 
"later." The postponement is in fact a retreat, and the 
more intelligent yeshiva student will perhaps develop a 
convincing philosophy of retreat, which may eventually 
become his guiding principle. . . . Knock on any 
hermetically sealed paneled door in any of our gilded 
ghettos, and likely as not you'll find an erstwhile yeshiva 
idealist who has graduated to the realities of self-service 
-whether in terms of the needs of his own spirit or his 
corporeal self. 

While the situation might lend itself to humor, it 
would be grossly unfair to make light of the almost 
inevitable ultimate compromise of the adolescent 
idealism. As the need for his efforts has become des
perate, so has the compromise of his goals become 
tragic. Too, the dimension of these drca1ns are often 
too vast for meaningful action. 

Sensitivity to the problems of Kial Yisroel does not 
spontaneously germinate in an individual upon his 
emergence from the yeshiva. It must be carefully nur
tured and developed from the earliest period of its 
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formation and given expression in a form digestible 
to the ben Torah and compatible with the requirements 
of Torah study. A sense of balance and meticulous 
planning is required by mature individuals extremely 
sensitive to both Torah and Kial, to guide the student 
in a program of this nature. Should the student succeed 
in bringing others close to Torah while still in the 
yeshiva, the gain is double: the souls secured to Torah, 
and the dedication of an idealist to a calling at which 
he succeeds allowing him to dream further because 
he can succeed further. 

The Built-in Problem 
Calling yeshiva bachurim to activism suffers from 

several built-in contradictions. First of all, anyone 
who at the moment is devoting himself to Torah study 
understands that the world at large can enjoy no greater 
benefit than his total involvement in his studies. ("If 
not My covenant day and night, I'd not maintain the 
statutes of heaven and earth"-Yirmiyahu 33:25.) 

In addition, the moment he turns "activist'' he ceases 
to be a yeshiva hachur. Most activist programs are 
batola-oriented (involve time wasted from Torah study), 
and call for contemplation in fore-thought and bull 
sessions as post-mortem. 

The resuh? The conscientious idealistic yeshiva stu
dent-in many respects the most desirable candidate 
for future harbotzas Torah (dissemination of Torah) 
-abstains from involvement and becomes desensitized 
lo the needs of others. 

Any viable program must also answer this contra
diction that shuts out our best and our brightest. 

An In-Learning Progran1 

It would seem that some limited forms of direct 
involvement in Chinuch is the most desirahle form of 
activity. For one, a yeshiva student can be most effec
tive in his single area of concentrated pursuit, Torah 
study. Secondly, the infinitesimal amount of bitul Torah 
that might result for the yeshiva bachur engaged in 
study of a lower level is more than adequately com
pensated for by the henefits derived thereof, as we shall 
presently see. 

l'he area where the need is sharpest is not too difficult 
to ascertain. There are within close proximity to most 
yeshivos numerous elementary level Hebrew Day 
Schools. The dedicated and self-sacrificing individuals 
who direct these institutions would be the first to admit 
to what n1ay be characterized as a disaster area in 
Torah education: the lack of continuation of their 
graduates from the elementary level to yeshiva high 
schools. In addition to a Jack of interest in continuing, 
many day school graduates are simply not prepared to 
incet the demanding academic standards of 1nost 
yeshiva high schools. 

Within recent months a program has been devised 
that would go a long way in alleviating these problems 
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-a program which has been warmly received by lead
ing Torah authorities and noted Roshei Hayeshiva. A 
number of usually guarded individuals among them 
have already expressed the hope that through this 
program a basis will be established for channeling the 
healing waters from the vast spiritual reservoir of the 
yeshiva world to those thirsting for them most, with 
unlimited possibilities. Allow us to introduce it through 
its technical aspects. 

One Plus One Equals One 
The very first step in this program is to compile lists 

of names and addresses of all boys and girls attending 
Hebrew Day Schools in Greater New York (with 
similar efforts in other geographic locations). arranged 
according to grade and level of attainment. A parallel 
list would also be compiled of senior yeshiva and Bais 
Yaakov high school students and graduates. Then the 
older and younger students would be matched accord
ing to geographic proximity and hours of availability, 
establishing a one-to-one relationship. This could be 
carried out evenings, Shabbos afternoons, or even 
during the lunch recess of those yeshivas where the 
European schedule of an hour and a half lunch break 
is followed. These meetings would he study-centered, 
devoted to review, reinforcement or cnrichn1ent. with 
the following benefits to be accrued: , 
• The academic preparation gap between the day 
schools and the traditional yeshiva could be mitigated 
if not fully bridged. 
• The family of the younger team member is exposed 
to the yeshiva bachur as a "normal"' fellow-not the 
stereotyped cloistered schlimazel-with ethical and 
moral standards thousand-fold that of his public school 
counterpart. Truly, where else in today·s society can 
parents find any measure of assurance of 1norality on 
the part of their children, except in yeshiva circles'! 
And now they would have graphic proof. 
• The younger member will have a role model, a 
confidant, someone to guide him (or her) into yeshiva 
high school and through it, as well. 
• The reciprocation of visits ("I'll con1c to your 
house this Shabbos, but next Shabhos I"d like you to 
com to mine") gives the novice a taste of full-flavored 
Yiddishkeit, which will be more stimulating and satis
fying than he had ever imagined, creating an unquench
able thirst for more. 
• The mentor will be able to provide a measure of 
yiras shon1ayin1 (fear of Heaven) that is in1possible to 
impart in the context of the best co-educational day 
school. 
• The senior member of the team will invariably find 
himself growing in abilHy to express himself and convey 
his teachings; in clarity of understanding of the Gen1ora 
that previously he had mastered to his own satisfaction 
and now he must impart to others; in formulation and 
articulation of his own hashkofos ( world-vie\v). 
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The net result will be a personal gain for the teacher 
("from my student I gained most of all"), and, most 
significant, the tin1e utilized need not be taken fron1 
the yeshiva schedule-but from time devoted to person
al hishtal111us (development) at worst, even if it expands 
to include several sessions per week (as it should). 

Only a handful of activists of more than spare-time 
involvement would be needed. They would be selected 
on the basis of availability and predilection, and they 
too \vould gain in experience and dedication. 

It has been observed that many individuals with a 
passive interest and weak enthusiasm in the Rais lla-
1nedrash possess n1ajor talent and organizational capa
bility. Channeling these energies into harhotzas Torah 
(dissemination of Torah) can do wonders for the 
con1munity. 1"hen, too, these same fellows may even 
find thcn1selves heco111ing adept at learning after having 
spoken so lnany titnes so enthusiastically to their eager 
charges about the inerits of Torah study. One can 
envision a corps of dedicated communal leaders emerg
ing from this, whose loyalty to Gedolei Torah goes 
beyond n1ere lip-service. Of course this aspect of the 
plan needs the n1ost careful supervision. 

Every yeshiva has potentialities and problems pe
culiar to its own schedule, locale, and student body, and 
the nature and scheduling of reach-out activities must 
take these particulars into account. This can only he 
done with the cooperation of the yeshiva leaders. It 
is significant that all Roshei fl ayeshiva who were con
sulted on this projected program and on the one that 
follows, expressed strong enthusiasm for both. 

J>rogrcun II: Extending One's Reach 
There arc hundreds of thousands of Jewish children 

in the New York area-as there are shockingly large 
numbers in other metropolitan areas in the country
who attend public schools and have only a minimal 
J cwish awareness. They constitute a disaster area in 
Jewish life, and every gesture toward thcn1 can have 

some salutory effect. They can he reached through 
afternoon schools, when they attend them, and in New 
York City they can he reached through weekly Release 
Time clas..-;es, which are convened on time granted from 
their public school hours. Once contact has been made, 
the ties these children may feel with Judaism is strength
ened through Shabbos group visits to religious com
munities (popularly called "Shahbatons") and other 
such special occasions. 

An estimated 400 Jewish children attend Luhavitch 
sponsored Release Time classes in New York City. 
Their follow up campaigns, such as their annual Lag 
B'Omer Parade and Outing, are widely celebrated. 

Other groups have also succeeded in chipping away 
at the hard core of indifference with varying degrees 
of success. A most notable example is the NCSY, 
whose main area of competence has been the adoles
cent section and whose success has often been 
remarkable. 

The J EP Experience 
An organizational apparatus capable of harnessing 

the rich resources of the Torah World for these pur
poses (and as \ve stressed, without weakening single
minded dedication to Torah in the process) has until 
now been a utopian vision. We believe that a step in 
this direction has been taken with the formation of 
the Jewish Education Program (JEP) under the aegis 
of Zeirei Agudath Israel of America. Staffed by yeshiva 
volunteers, funded by the Agudath Israel of America, 
and under the constant guidance of leading .Roshei 
Hayeshiva, JEP hopes to eventually involve all available 
yeshiva students in America. A very ambitious goal, so 
far represented by a very modest start-but inching its 
way toward fuller realization. 

The master lists described at the outset of this article 
are yet to be forn1ulated, so the one-to-one program is 
not yet fully activated. There has been limited experi
ence in that direction and it has been most rewarding. 

(excerpts frorn authentk letters) 

Dear Devorah, 
The past Shabbos was 0.K, 

but I liked it better in Boro 
Park. I think your house is 
ten times prettier than mine, 
My house is just bigger. , , , 

I still have to go to Camp 
Ramah, but next year , , , I'd 
love to go to your camp. 

I made a Matzoh when I got 
home, (It isn't kosher for 
Pesach.) It looked pretty sad. 
I want you to believe me 
when I say that I had the most 
marvelous time, I would 
really like to come very soon 
and stay and go to school in 
Boro Park, Barbara 

a private high school. Even 
though I won't be in a Jewish 
school, I will never tum 
Christian. 

Your friend, Richard 

Dear Y ossi: 
Thank you ever so much 

for the wonderful Shabbos, 

Love, Ruth 

Dear Devorah, 
Hi! The Matzoh factory was 

really fun. 
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Hi, 
Remember the discussion 

you had at the Shul about 
going back to Hebrew Ye
shiva, I said I was going to 

I still haven't finished telling 
about it to my parents, 

I am going to wear the 
T zitziot forever (more or less) 
and do thank you so much 
for them, If you don't take 
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. . . J EP has entered Release Time, and currently 
handles 250 to 300 children .... Some 1,500 children 
from varied backgrounds have been hosted by volunteer 
homes in the Boro Park community of Brooklyn for 
Shabbosos. After visiting Chassidic rebbes, davening 
with yeshiva-type minyanim, enjoying specially geared 
Oneg Shabbos groups, and-perhaps most impressive 
of all-participating in a family Shabbos with its 
attendant harmony that goes far beyond the zmiros 
renditions, the visitors have estab1ished personal bonds 
with peers and leaders. This has progressed to requests 
for another Shabbos, and another, leading to koshering 
suburban homes, enrolling in local yeshivos, and 
wanting more. 

After hosting children from several Philadelphia 
afternoon schools, twenty older New York yeshiva 
students were then invited to bring Shabbos lo Philadel
phia. The result convinced parents as well as children 
that the attraction the youngsters were experiencing 
was of great value, and-as they suspected-offered a 
most welcome alternative to the youth culture of drugs 
and pron1iscuity. 

If You Succeed-Then. What? 
But each success ushers in a constellation of prob

lems of its own. Not all parents arc wildly enthusiastic 
over their children's defection from their normal life
style, and every decision-whether regarding kashrus 
in the hon1e or transfer to a yeshiva or matriculation 
to a yeshiva high school--ean be an exhaustive struggle. 
Here one-to-one guidance figures prominently, and the 
senior member of the team must be equipped with 
convincing arguments and stratcgems. 

-1'he Group 
C"'.hildrcn can become interested and fascinated, but 

seldom are they fully convinced to take the leap into 
yeshiva society on the basis of an hour's Release Time 
session or one Shabbos in Boro Park. Peer group 
pressures also carry weight in their decisions, and 

group activ1ties must also continue. 
In line with this approach. a group of gifted yeshiva 

students, under JEP auspices, have been making vvcckly 
visits to local yeshivos and religious schools, reaching 
hundreds of budding students with their sincere, direct 
talks. These sessions wiil continue as a prerequisite 
and vital accompaniment to a successful one-to-one 
program. Periodic rousing Melave Malkas (featuring 
yeshiva musicians) provide a good dose of joyful 
n1otivation, vital to any extended serious effort. Sin1i
larly, a culminating luncheon was held for Release 
Time children, featuring a progran1 of entertainment 
and straight talk . ... Two weekends away are also on 
schedule: one for girls at the very outset of the summer 
at Camp Spatt, and at the close of the summer-for 
boys at Camp Agudah and for girls at Camp Bnos. 

JEP produces a lively magazine, Yeshiva Express, 
with a distribution of about 4,500, especially geared 
for guiding 7th-8th graders in their high school plans. 
It reinforces the bonds established by the volunteers, 
and also provides a sense of belonging and identity with 
a well-established organization. In a similar vein, a 
phonograph record is no\v being produced profession
ally. \Vith English language, Torah oriented lyrics set 
to yeshiva melodics as a means of inspiration to non
yeshiva children. 

Encouraged by the results of this activity the Agudah 
is no\v arranging for the expansion of JEP to include 
regional offices: in Cleveland for the Midwest and in 
Baltimore for the Mid-Atlantic States. 

-Are There Any Schools? 
Children of limited backgrounds (and many of 

these children arc of extren1ely lirnitcd backgrounds) 
can be absorbed in inany yeshiva day schools, but 
there are few high schools equipped for them in the 
New York area, with the notable exception of Yeshiva 
Haichal Hatorah (in Manhattan); the junior high 
school level Ezra Academies (Brooklyn and Queens); 

the money make a Mitzvah 
and give it to Tzedakah. 

Love, Isaac 

Dear Devorah, 
"Shalom." How are you? 

. . . I heard that the Orthodox 

.Tews are coming up here for 

ence, When I get older, I am 
going to raise my family Or
thodox, just like your people, 
so that my children will have 
the experiences that I missed, 
... I love your customs very 
much and I always will . 

Can Orthodox girls where 
you live go to college? 

Can Orthodox women have 
jobs? Do you haFe to wear 
dresses and long sleeves in 
the summer? If so, aren't you 
HOT? Do you go to camp? 
Does the father of an Ortho
dox girl have to approve of 
her husband? Do you have 
Girl Scouts? 

a weekend. Are you coming 
up too? If so, when? .. , We 
might come again. I hope so! 

There was something about 
that weekend that I loved. 
l guess it was the spirit of 
Shabbos. I loved the experi-
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Shalom, Your friend, .Tackie 

Dear Devorah, 
I go to services almost every 

Saturday. We don't pray in 
school because it's public. 

I have many questions, and 
l hope they are not offensive. 

l hope I don't sound too 
stupid to you-these are some 
of the things I was wondering 
about. Love, Miriam 
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Mesivta Sha'arei Emunoh (Brooklyn); and Yeshiva 
University High School's ninth grade crash programs 
for boys and girls of limited background. But these 
cannot absorb all such students. No conventional 
Mesivta or Bais Y aakov high school will tamper with 
its atmosphere and reputation, nor risk rupturing its 
facilities by indiscriminatingly opening its doors to 
students of negligible background. Where can returning 
teen-agers go? 

One prominent Rosh Yeshiva suggested a yearly 
rotation systcn1 of acceptance of such students, with 
a different high school offering its facilities each year. 
While this approach has possibilities, the problem truly 
belongs to the community at large, and requires 
.imaginative thinking and generous funding by people 
who care. 

Co1nn1unity leaders may well make note of a recent 
innovation in Chinuch in Israel, which could be applied 
to the American scene. Mifal Torah Vodaath of Jeru
salem had a similar problem with its network of 
afternoon schools serving children who attend Mam
lachti schools-the government operated general (non
religious) education system-finding the leap into full 
yeshiva integration an experience too cataclysmic for 
many of its products. Their answer has been their own 
transitional yeshiva con1prlsed of seventh and eighth 
grades~ conducted after completion of regular school 
hours. 1'hc purpose-to simulate the yeshiva experience 
as well as to bridge the educational gap. The results 
have been n1ost encouraging. 

Why the Low Profile? 
Jn this discussion. JEP has been offered as a proto

type of activism for yeshiva youth. Yet, up to the 

Come, Walk 

I too have a garden, and I cherish 
the n1on1ents stolen from an otherwise irrational 
schedule to visit and browse, to touch and be 
touched. 

No, my garden is not flowers. Some, of course, 
have gardens of flowers, others of tools, and others 
of ste;·ling silver pieces. Son1e nourish their collections 
of pipes or of wines. others their clothes or the'r 
jewels. I cherish my seforim. 
---- ---- -- --- ----------------
ELKANAH SCHVv"ARTZ i.1' the author of "Arnerican Life: Shtetl
StY/e"--c1 collection of stories and sketches. He is a frequenl 
c<)n1ribt1tor to 111a11Y periodicals, includinR THE JF.WISH OBSER
VER; his 111ost rccnit piece i11 J{) was "Why Purin1?" 
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present, JEP has generated barely a ripple in the 
Orthodox Jewish community. Most readers have likely 
never heard of it. This is neither accidental nor due 
to a failure on the part of JEP, but in line with a 
studied low profile. The "big bang" approach never 
fails to create a flurry of excitement nor does it fail to 
be followed by a bigger silence. This is natural, for 
any number of reasons: the best efforts arc expended 
on producing the initial inaugural announcements; 
yeshiva students distrust over-production, and even 
when they admire it, they fear the over-taxing demands 
that go with it; no action can match the drama of 
1nass 1nectings and the unfurling of cosmic plans
hencc the anti-climax and dissipation of efforts intrin
sic to the "big bang" approach. 

Modesty of image is not a mirror-trick, but an honest 
reflection of modesty of scope. The most effective 
ineans of influencing others is through one-to-one 
relationships and this must have the stress. It will not 
merit the plethora of press releases that can adorn the 
scrapbooks of other attempts at saving the world. 

But if this progran1 docs succeed, it can well become 
an integral feature of the mcsivta-bais medrash syllabus 
(much as the mashgiach is wont to tell his charges: 
Davening is also part of the yeshiva's curriculum). All 
of the world's ails will not be solved, but a coterie of 
concerned, dedicated idealists will emerge who will 
have had successful experience at helping others, under 
the guidance of Torah leadership. 

"fhe Y cshiva bachuriln have charted a course of 
activism, and the Jewish com1nunity at ]arge may find 
itself the beneficiary of a highly specialized, purposely 
circumscribed, but extremely fruitful effort. 0 

lll My Garden 
Reflections, by Elkanah Schwartz 

My garden began in earnest 
when I was coming up in yeshiva. Of course, there 
was no need to start from scratch. There were basic 
seforim in the house, and from my Bar Mitzvah 
celebration, some more as gifts. But the planting 
of the seed took place when I took some of my 
own money, allowance money mostly, and searched 
and selected and purchased my first own. Then, 
the moment of glory: taking it home and placing it 
on the shelf, in the best possible position, to catch 
and please the eye of every visitor, and of myself. 
Into a garden already begun, my own first seed 
was sown. 
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Nor was I alone. "A yeshiva bachur's wallpaper," 
son1eone called it. The itinerant moicher seforiln 
who visited the yeshiva was greeted with greater 
anticipation than any Good Humor man, and the 
subdued, careful search for that day's seed was 
indulged in by many. 

"I have that one," a friend would offer, noticing 
the sefer I was fingering, "and you should get it." 
This, in midst of his own gentle fingering of another 
specimen, which of course I, too, was moved 
to observe. 

Each tome, available at will, was a challenge. 
No, not money. If there was a sefer you really, really 
wanted, you found the money. And even fresh 
after allowance, you didn't buy just anything. True, 
you felt it a crime against yourself if you bought 
nothing. The issue was: did this sefer belong in your 
garden. 

Soon after, I spent a year in 
Y erushalayinz. Once a week, at least, I'd browse 
through one or another sefori1n store-and there 
were 111orc than there are weeks in a year. Add to 
that the discount dealers working part-time from 
their closets. Everyone cherished his personal 
dealer as the best around, and felt complimented if 
he scooped all others. J was to sail to New York, 
having no qualms about overweight luggage. 

At the Hudson River pier, two burly porters 
lifted n1y large trunk. 

"What you gar there, 1nan," asked one, "rocks?" 
"No," I sn1iled, but did not articulate the balance 

of 1ny thoughts: "Just rny links to 1ny past, m.y 
present, and 1ny future." 

It was still at the time when life looms forever. 
There was no question of when I would study any 
given volun1e. Son1e day, the answer always was. 
Srnne day when the mind was mature though sti1l 
fresh, when the heart would be expanded though 
still light, when the level of intellectual and emotional 
fulfillment would be where I then dreamed and 
longed for-then, went my thought, I rvould cradle 
each vohone, explore its horizons, probe its depths, 
achieve the sense of having carved another notch 
in the rvalking stick of 1ny J>eople. 

So l continued expanding my garden. 

S o too was I moved to expand 
n1y own perspective through the joys of discovering 
new di111ensions. 

Of course I had learned Chumash and Rashi in 
prin1ary gardes. Didn't everyone? But what about 
the Malbim' And the Netziv? And the Meshec/1 
(~hochn1ah and the A brabanel, and the "forah T e1nilnah 
and the Alshich? And the anthologies: Ma'ayonah 
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sh el Tor ah and, for Yiddish readers, the classic 
Foon Unzer Alten Otzer? In addition to the 
Mikra'os Gedolos . ... 

And is Rashi that simple? Imagine- the Maharal 
on Rashi, the Taz on Rashi, and Rabbeinu Eliyahu 
Mizrachi. 

Did everyone write seforim on Chumash? 

D id everyone belong in my 
garden? 

Yes, I felt. My garden is in the process of 
development. First, let me plant, let me sow. Later, 
I will prune, arrange, select, re-arrange. 

Seventy faces to Torah. So many angles, spheres 
of genuine concern and commitment. 

Halacha. 
Which young man becomes Bar Mitzvah and 

docs not possess at ]east two sets of Mishnah B'rurah? 
But don't stop there. Mishnah B'rurah is only 

dealing with one portion of the Shulchan Aruch. 
What about the other three? At least a Chochmas 
A dam, to complement the standard Chayei Adam. 
Comes the day when a whole set of Shulchan Aruch 
joins, and later, a set of Mishneh Torah. Perhaps, 
soon, a set of Turim. And a set of A ruch HaShulchan. 
And of course, embellish with a Ta'amey HaMitzvos. 

Bit by bit, the pieces fall in. A great Ha/acha 
collection still leaves void the area of Tanach. And 
even full shelves of both leave another go a-begging: 
Slws (the Talmud) with the armies of Rishonim 
and A charonitn in its wake. 

A new perspective: time. 
First, the Mishnah. There were Tana'im. Later, the 
Gemora. In two editions, Jerusalem and Babylon. 

Two'-Yes. So to time add the dimension of 
space. Centers of Torah study, sometimes in two 
Jocations at one time, sometimes in the same location 
at different times, sometimes both. Selecting seforini 
meant knowing history and geography-a knowledge 
perhaps simultaneously acquired. 

One compilation of Mishnah inspired two 
compilations of Gen1ora, one in Yerushalay;n1, one 
in Eave/. Torah traveled with the Jews-Was not 
Rashi from France, the Rosh from: Ger1nany, the 
i'vlaharsha fronz F'oland? 

Begin with the Mishnah, surrounded by its own 
commentaries. Continue to the Talmud. . . . And 
on to the Rishonim-to the Rashba, the Ritva, the 
Ramban and the Shitah Mekubetzes, and as many 
volumes of Me';ri you could put your hands on . ... 
Extend into the Acharonim-the P'nei Yehoshua 
and Rabbi A kiva Eger, through the Bais Ha/evy 
and to our own day, the Even Ha'Azel and the 
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Chazan !sh. And along the line draw in the 
Minchas Chinuch and the Sha'agas Aryeh, the 
K'tzos HaChoshen. 

My garden grows. It reaches back, it reaches out, 
each addition to my gartlen opens a new visra 
unto me, and within nie. 

I was born in the twentieth 
century, in New York City, and when the Prophets 
preached, when the Anshei Knesses Hagedo/ah 
compiled the Siddur, when the Houses of Hillel and 
Shamn1ai contested, when Rambam moved to Egypt 1 

when Rav Yoseph Karo labored in Tsfas and 
Rav Moshe lsserles in Krakow-New York City, 
now the city with more Jews than any other city in 
the world, did not even exist. Yet the Prophets 
preach in Brooklyn, the Siddur is alive and well 
in Queens, HiJlel and Shammai are reviewed in 
Manhattan. Rambam is studied in the Bronx, the 
Bais Yoseph and the Ramoh do justice in Staten 
Island. And they are all in my garden. 

There are Sifrei Chassidus. I 
sample one or two, but I was not trained for them. 
So, too, some philosophical works of the Sephardim. 
~fheir poetical style of expression is above me. 
They lived where the sun and the sand created 
111usic in their pens, far from the mud and cold of 
iny European antecedents. 

My heart takes to Mussar, the study of ethics. 
Soon I concentrate on this special section. The 
Mesi/as Yeshorim in various editions with con1111entary, 
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the Shaarey Teshuvah and anything else with the 
by-line of Rab bey nu Y onah, the Chovas H alevovos, 
the anonymous Orchos Tzaddikhn, and the ever
inspiring simplicity of anything by the Chafetz 
(;hailn-thus, and similar, welcome 

And in the process the careful eye and the patient 
hand arc rewarded with streams of singular 
significance. 

Sh'aylos u'Teshuvos, the give-and-take of life in 
the field. Select your community, dial your moment 
of history, and, by the good grace of the L-rd, 
a messenger of His looked after His people and 
recorded the reverberations of the time. the 
challenge to Halacha and Halacha's direct response. 
Follow it through, along the trails of the Children 
of Israel through the sands of time and of many 
countries, to the here-and-now: absorb. be 
absorbed in, be absorbed by, the four massive 
volumes of lgros Moshe, and feel the pulse of 
_Rav Moshe, shlita, coolly attacking and bringing to 
their knees the avant garde complexities born 
of today's technological and socially turbulent tin1es. 

And look in on the souls of great 111en whose 
correspondences have been saved for the generations, 
great rabbis who \Vere equally great com111unal 
leaders, in lands Oriental and Occidental. reflecting, 
in the anguish of their problen1s, their 
undying and strengthened faith in the c~rcator. 

My garden grows, and I, thankfully, grov..' 
\Vith it. 

But then, the 1non1ent con1cs, 
as indeed it comes, sooner or later, to everyone ... 
[ shall not live forever. And the opportunity to 
completely absorb my library will never be mine. 

I am surrounded by my gatherings. I c<Jn still 
vividly recalJ where and when I acquired each 
vohunc, and what 1ny motivation was. I am not 
old, but no longer have I the luxury of thinking 
1nysclf invincible, eternal. I 1nust select. I must 
determine priorities. 

I choose a sefer, and reflect uopn it. Where \Vas 
it to tit? What noble place was it to take in the 
panorama of My Life? And what justice was T 
now prepared to do to this piece of me? 

I gather together my seforim. From the lower 
shelves, from behind the front rows, from the 
closets, fron1 the attic and fron1 the base1nent. I 
gather together my seforiln, and hold a conference. 

In my 1nind, in 1ny heart, I greet 1ny audience as 
I sit at their feet. They are my history and my 
current events, my travels and my home, my bind 
to the past. my guide to the present, my catapult to 
the future. They arc me. 

But what a1n I? 
It is for me to decide, and they will help. 
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Togetl1er, with patience, with care, we will lay 
out my garden. 

I choose a sefer, and reflect upon it. I consider 
its place in me. I probe, I search, both the sefer 
and myself. I put it clown, and ponder. The next 
day, or the next iveek, or after revie1ving another 
tome, I reflect. Back on the shelf. 

Another sefer, another probe, another decision. 
When I bought it, I felt an attraction-it must 
become a part of n1c. Now I am not sure. Yet, once 
its very esotiric style, its Kabbalistic content seemed 
a magnet. I pick a page at random and scan it. It 
no longer is ... J put it aside, to lend it to a 
yeshiva library. Surely, somewhere in that yeshiva 
there is someone whose learnings, whose tc1npcra1nent, 
whose ability, will bring him to reap from that sefer. 

Another sefer, another probe, another decision. 
J am not sure. Probe the sefer, probe me. l am 
sti11 not sure. Return for future review, when, 
hopefully, there will be more to me. 

Now. sort by topic, arrange by the pattern of 
the ages and of today. Let it be that I may stroll 

at moments of leisure or of need, and find my 
bearings, and ease my mind, and wann my heart. Let 
me touch and be touched, by the links to truth 
and reality. Let the ground be solid under my 
feet as the heavens abound above my soul. 

Let me hear the chorus: the grasping reflections 
of thinking, the soft meditations of pleading, the 
penetrating shiyurbn of Roshei Yeshivas, the ecstasy 
of Chassidic Rabbei'im at Shalash Seudos, the range 
of the intellect, the spectrum of the emotions, the 
richness and totality of Jewish being. Sinai lives, 
in my garden, through Fez and Lisbon, through 
Prcssburg and Frankfurt, through Volozhin and 
Warsaw, through Tel Aviv and London. Sinai lives, 
and I ain there. 

Let 111c leave room, however, 
as my garden is not complete. Nor can it be, as 
long as I am not. 

Come, walk in my garden with me. And then, 
perhaps, we will walk in yours. D 

''Eternity'' or ''Forever'' 
I'm usually very easy with words. When we make 

the big splash for Heshie's Bar Mitzvah next month, 
J'Jl just have to spend ten minutes' preparation to 
decide what to leave out in my speech. But now, on the 
El Al flight, I was sorry I didn't bring a text along. 
I didn't know how to tell my own son what was 
uppermost in my heart. 

"Don't you wonder why you're flying to Bretz 
Yisroel?'' 

He looked up at me like when I ask him if he's sure 
he knows the way to his Bobbie's house. 

"To put on tefillin by the Kosel. What else'" 
"J n1can do you know why we're going to the 

trouble, the expense ... " 
"/ didn't ask you for this and the party, It lvas 

:vou're idea. Frankly, I'd niuch rather not even have 
the party and just co1ne to Israel and stay an extra 
ii1eek . ... " 

"I know this is my idea. And the party is your 
mother's. But I was just \vondering if you had cin 
idea ivhy." 

"Uncle S;d's khls went. Moshe Zundel's going next 
April. I guess this is the r11ay it's done." 

"No, Heshie. For years we put on tefil/in without 
even dreaming of the Kosel-well, without in1agining 
that we'd be there, without a 111iracle or Moshiach or 
something." 
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Heshie squirmed. "It's still a great idea-isn't fr-or 
do lVe get off at Heathrov.:?" 

l ignored his sour quip. "Otherwise, after it's all 
over-the party and the Kidduslz and telegrams-what 
arc you really left with?" 

Again that look. I could see the parade of clever 
answers marching through the kid's mind, but he 
realized I was serious so he let tny question hang in 
the air like a cloud about to burst. 

"What are you left with of permanence?''-I stressed. 
"Pern1onence?'' 
"Y'cs. Memories arc fine, but kids don't have to 

collect n1e1nories Jike pictures in an album. 
" ... or 111oney in a vault." 
" ... or even seforiln on a shelf." 
"What's ivrong i1:ith seforiln?" 
"Money's fine, seforbn arc fine. Men1ories are fine. 

(No wonder Rabbi Rosenberg complains about his 
deviousness.) But none of them are eternal. Money gets 
spent. Seforin1- can be learned, but they can also he 
111isplaced, or lost, or left unopened. Men1ories can 
fade. and someday they die with the person carrying 
thcn1." 

Hcshie sighed a sigh too old for a kid of twelve 
years and eleven n1onths. But, then again, his favorite 
grand uncle died a month back and wouldn't be at his 
Bar Mitzvah .... 
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"Everything great-a strike-out pitch in baseball, 
a hook shot in basketball--even if they earn the Hall 
of Fame for the arm's owner, they eventually disappear. 
But a mitzvah is forever. And the arm that wears 
tefillin . ... " I picked up his boney right arm (Heshie's 
a lefty) and wondered where the muscles that pitch 
the spitballs were hiding- ". . . that arm and the 
tefillin arc not skin and bones, and leather and parch-
1ncnt. They become ruchnius-something spiritual
and they arc eternal. They're around long after the 
man and his tefillin and the basketball hoops and the 
Hall of Fan1e are gone and forgotten." 

Hes hie didn't comment, but fixed his stare on his 
right bicep. I continued. 

"When I was at the Kosel three summers ago, I had 
that feeling of indestructability around me-the Wall, 
my tefillin, the tefillos. Somethings change, become dust. 
But 111itzvos are eternal." 

Heshie swallowed a gulp. At least I think he had an 
idea why \Ve were flying there. 

>1< * * 
Even though we checked into the hotel way after 

n1idnight we were up before dawn, which appears early 
in Yerushalayim. As we walked to the Kosel-I especi
ally didn"t \Vant to take a car-] realized it was before 
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midnight in Massachusetts. We were wide awake 
anyway. 

The plaza at the Kosel was much larger than the 
last time I was there. It was not at all empty and 
Minyanifn were already forming. We took a spot near 
a Karliner group. I wrapped myself in my tallis and 
slowly wound one tefillin box on my arm and then 
placed the other on my head while Heshie eyed my 
every move and listened close]y. My actions there 
would be perpetuated for at least one generation beyond 
me, for sure-besides lasting eternally. 

"1"emunah, Adoni?'' ("Picture, sir?") 
I looked up at a smiling, sad-eyed, droopy-mustached 

picture peddler. I ignored him, but he was persistent. 
"Tek your picture_, sair?" 
l took the end of my tefillin strap in my right hand 

and curled it around my middle finger: "V oerastich ... 
-and I will betroth you to me for eternity .... " 

"Your son Bar Mitzvah?" He looked eagerly at the 
smooth velvet tefillin bag embroidered with a cubistic 
Kosel scene, and pinched Heshie's chin. Heshie eyed 
his Po1aroid camera. 

"Soon," I answered. I shouldn't have. 
"Tefillin today? Maze! Tov, Maze! Tov. Time for 

picture to take to family, no?" 
I looked at Heshie. He was eyeing me expectantly. 

Sid's boys each had pictures with their tefillin on at 
the Kosel, smiling into a siddur. Is that what Heshie 
wanted? I ignored the peddler. 

"You from New York? Chicago?" 
"Boston," Heshie offered. 
"You need picture for Mam1na, Grandma, Onkel, 

no? After all," he added knowingly, "you here today, 
go way tomorrow.'' 

He pointed at the Kosel. "You no be here anymore. 
But pictures are forever.'' [j 
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Last October, we announced 
the largest, single, outside, private 

capital investment in the 
history of Israel. 

Who cares? 
Oxford Finance cares. We cleared the way for Oxford to offer land 

acquisition financing for a real estate developn1ent in Israel. 
Our recent major participation in The J<'irst International 
Bank of Israel (FIBI), provided a knowledge of Israeli 
regulations on real estate and foreign exchange, and gave 

Oxford confidence that land registration and transfer of title 
could be legally and properly handled. 

Northeast Electronics cares. We helped this New Hampshire test 
equipment manufacturer set up a distributorship in 
Israel. Together with our people at FIBI, we aided 
in selecting an Israeli agent, and recon11nended a 
system for collecting and transferring funds back to this country. 

Delta Truck cares. We helped this Pennsylvania truck body manu
facturer form a partnership with an Israeli hardware finn. Our association 

with FIBI enabled us to locate several prospect firms in 
. Israel. And FIBI's knowledge of these firms provided a way 

to screen them for credit standing and reputation, and reco1n-
1nend a co1npatible partner to Delta. 

Mrs. David Levin cares. We sent her son, hospitalized in Jerusalem, 
the mon. ey he urgently needed for med_ical care. Mrs. Le:rin, A. ~,,~.. . . 
although not a customer of ours, deposited the money with .· · ii ~. 
First Pennsylvania Bank, and her son received it the next .., _)$?~ -=~ 
day through the FIBI branch in Jerusalem. 

If you do business in Israel, or plan to, no financial institution can do 
more to help you than First Pennsylvania Corporation. Contact Mr. Elly 
Streit, f'irst Pennsylvania Corporation, 1500 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, PA 
19102. (215) 786-7031. In Israel, contact The First International Bank of Israel, 
39 Rothschild Blvd., Tel Aviv. Telex FIRBK 033834. Cable FIRSTBANK. 

m First Pennsylvania Corporation 



MEMOHANIJUM 
'fu: INTERESTED PARTIES 

FruUI: RABBI SIMCHA WASSERMAN & DR. BERNARD FRYSHMAN 

Jle: COMBATTING KEY 73 

There is no denying that the Jew
ish Community has become acutely 
aware of the dangers implicit in the 
Key 73 Movement. With the excep
tion of isolated groups whose per
ception of the problem leads them 
to view the threat with a degree of 
equanimity, the entire spectrum of 
the Jewish Community has under
taken to deal with the danger of 
increased Missionary activity aimed 
at its youth. 

(~ertain groups have long been 
involved in this battle. Others have 
but recently discovered this as a 
"cause" to justify their own raison 
d'etre. Still others arc in the initial 
stages of passing resolutions and 
convening public gatherings to alert 
the con1munity at large. 1"imc and 
money are being spent; energy is 
being expended-but so far, few 
satisfactory results. 

One cannot be too surprised. The 
Key 73 Movement is the culmina
tion of 5 years of planning; a budget 
of over $5,000,000 has been allo
cated to the problem and certainly 
no half-hearted ad-hoc attempts by 
a plethora of Jewish groups can 
hope to offset this ovement. Unless 
a degree of unity is achieved, a dc
ree of coordination is established, a 
unity of purpose is molded. 

Note that the coordination of ac
tivities does not imply subjugating 
one group by another. It does not 
mean a Joss of identification of 
existing organizations with specific 

RAflBI SIMCHA \VASSERMAN, Rosh Yeshiva 
of West G'oast Ta!11111dical Sen1inary in 
Los A ngefes, has blazed trails in Torah 
education all 01·er Arnerica during the 
past three decades. 
DR. FRYSHil.1AN is an assistant professor 
of physics at tht' New York Institute of 
Tt~chnology and alsu teaches at Brnoklyn. 
Colle!{e of G'UNY. He is actii·e in a wide 
spectnon of Jewish con11n11nal affairs. 
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areas of activity. It does not mean 
a change of tactics. Groups such as 
the NCSY and Lubavitch have years 
of experience that must not be lost. 
Nor can a ne\vcomer to this field 
purport to dictate to these groups 
how to carry out their campus ac
tivities. To the extent of their re
sources these groups have been re
markably successful. 

It should be added, that a prob
lem as complex as that of reaching 
college students (both physically 
and intellectually) must be attacked 
using a wide variety of techniques. 
Son1c people niust be convinced 
intelectually; others need an emo
tional experience; some can identify 
with peers who are practicing a liv
ing Judaisn1, some need regular 
classes; attracting students to a cof
fee house nm by AJ Congress has 
\Vorked-so has attracting students 
to a Lubavitch weekend. All valid 
approaches are needed-but even 
more important than the individual 
tactics, is needed an overall coordi
nated response to the sophisticated 
Kew 73 machinery. 

Hence, this article. There are 
concrete steps that can-nay, 1nust 
-be undertaken in the near future 
if the impact of the movement is 
to be muted. Some 1nechanisrn must 
be devised whereby the activities of 
one group, the successful techniques 
of one individual can be utilized 
elsewhere. In short, there must be 
a central agency. perhaps containing 
representatives of all groups in
volved in these activities which will 
gather information fron1 across the 
·u.s. and Canada and serve as a 
Clearing House for the Jewish 
Community. 

This will not only result in a 
dissemination of successful tech-

niques for replication elsewhere, it 
will also mean a reduced duplica
tion of effort. Thus, almost every 
group that has become involved in 
the Missionary problem has felt 
constrained to undertake to produce 
literature for distribution to Je\vish 
students. Some of this is superb. 
Most of it involves a duplication of 
effort, which involves a waste of 
money and, 1nore seriously, a waste 
of time. 

Another benefit of this coordi
nated effort would be the improved 
channels of communication between 
a group working on the problerr1 
and the target student population. 
For example, the Association of 
Orthodox Jewish University Faculty 
has long been working to help stein 
the tide of conversions on the ca1n
puses. Other groups might well be 
interested in using these on-the-spot 
individuals to help carry out their 
programs. Or an AJC chapter in a 
small college town (lacking a Hillel 
Chapter) might be used to contact 
the Jewish students Jiving nearby. 

Nowadays the activities of every 
organization arc Jimited to its own 
manpower. Properly coordinated, 
the Jewish Community could meet 
the challenge as a unit. 

There are many individuals with 
the time. energy (and money) who 
arc not members of established 
working groups and who need a 
mechanism, a vehicle. some guid
ance~for participation in this field. 
Once again. a Coordinating Council 

CORRECTION NOTICE 
'[o avoid a conflicL At\.pldath Israel 
of A_n1crica has ch an~cd the date 
of its S2nd ANNUAL DINNER to 
SCNDAY, MAY 12, 1974. 
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could help allocate these human 
resources to the appropriate agency. 

There ls no need to mention other 
obvious advantages such as a Na
tion-wide Speaker's Bureau, which 
might be able to draw on the re
sources of every inajor Jewish or
ganization across the country. Nor 
need we n1ention the ccono1nic 
pressure that can be exerted on 
those elcn1cnts of the media that 
have un\vittingly become merchants 
of n1issionary 1nessagcs. 

1"he argun1cnts to be found in 
so1ne of the Missionary tracts are 
persuasive indeed. It is the rare 
college student with the background 
to cope with this material. Only on 
a national basis can we collect sain
ples of all of this poison, prepare 
cogent responses and distribute this 
throughout the country. Further, 
lists of published materials and 
books by Jewish authors shou Id he 
prepared and 1nadc available every
where in an organized 1nanner li
braries can be induced to stock 

these works. Subsidized pnnungs 
can be used to bring back in cir
culation works of an earlier gen
eration that were used to ans\vcr 
the 1nissionary arguments that are 
now reappearing as a result of Key 
73. 

With tin1e_, it is conceivable that 
the collective experience of the Jew
ish Co1nn1unitv n1ight enable us to 
draw up a profile of the individual 
1nost 1'.kcly to h .. ~ drawn into the 
conversion ll'2t, extra effort inight 
be focused on this kind of individ
ual. This might enable on-thc-can1-
pus workers to spot and work with 
the Jewish youths likely to be neg
atively affected by inissionary work
ers. 

There arc 1nany other benefits to 
be glenncd fron1 this kind of coordi
n:-1tC'd activity. The kind of selfless 
dedication necessary to fight this 
battle might help develop the mo
mentum needed to save An1erican 
Jewry fron1 losing some of its best 
young people. 0 

An Invitation to Alumni of All Yeshivas and 
Torah-Oriented Baalei-Batim to Attend the 

Y archei Kallah 
OF 

YESHIVA NER ISRAEL 
BALTIMORE, MD. 

To be held ii"'N, from 

SUNDAY, JULY 29th, 1973 to SUNDAY, AUGUST 5th 
at the New 67 acre Campus of the Yeshiva 

A week of intensive Torah Study with Shiurim in Gemora: 11'0~ 
x··~ .n~~~; Halacha: i,1:in'1S '7ii ,bSlVr.J 7w-1n ;iliin 1ir.J7n '?ii ,c,.,:ir.J"l. 

Hashkofa and Mussar Schmuessen will be given by the Rosh 
. Hayeshiva N"tl'7lV, and inembers of the Hanh ala. 
LIMITED NUMBERS OF FAMILY ACCOMMODATIONS AVAILABLE. 

For informafion and Reservations coll: 

New York - 871-1732, Rabbi David Singer 
Baltimore - 1301 I 484-7200, Rabbi Joseph Schecter 

or write: 
NER ISRAEL RABBINICAL COLLEGE 
Mt. Wilson Lane, Baltimore, Md. 21208 
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SUMMER READING 
FROM FELDHEIM 

ETHICS FROM SINAI 
An Pdetif', wide-ranging <'Omtnentary on 
Ph·ke A voth. dealing with all problems 
of today's Jewry, hy the '"·ell-known 
Orthodox lay leader, Irving M. Runim,. 

3 vol. set $22.50 
CHAPTERS OF THE FATHERS 

Rabbi Hirsd1's tn1nf'.1ation and co1nmen· 
tary on "Pirkc Avoth" is an invaluable 
handbook of inspiring study. $2.95 

TO TURN THI': MANY 
TO RIGHTEOUSNESS 

Mezake Harabim 
;\ chapter fron1 the famous classic 
"Mad1·cgat lJaadain," by Rabbi Joseph 
llurwi.tz of Navardolc zl'l, speaking of 
the responsihility of our generation to 
turn tlw people hack to Torah. - With 
Hehr~w text and English translation, by 
Shraga Silverstein, on facinjl. pages. 

102 Pages $2.00 

THE ORAL LAW 
by Ifarry C. Schin1.mel 

This is a mu('h nccde.d book which 
presenls to the non-expert a cornprehcn
siblc explanation of the origin and 
evolvement of the Jewish Law from a 
Traditional ·viewpoint. Published under 
the nuspices of the Association of Or
thodox Jewish Scientists. 

176 Pages $5.00 

THE ROYAL TABLE 
An outline of the Dietary Laws 

of Israel 
hv Rabbi. Jacob Cohn 

A. basic ·and authoritative work on 
Ka.,hruth, which presents both the the
oretical reasons and the pniclical appli
cations of the Laws, this hook is a must 
for those who wish lo really fa1niliarize 
the1nselves with the Laws of Kashruth. 

142 Pagt~ 3.50 
THE MODERN JEW FACES 

ETERNAL PROBLEMS 
by Dr. Aron Harth 

A thorough ana1ysis of the principles of 
Orthodox Judaism and their application 
to 1nodern life. This fiunous worthwhile 
work, 'd1ich was out of print, \\"as just 
reprinted again. $3.50 

THE BAAL SHEM 
OF MICHELSTADT 

This popular historical novel by ] udaeus 
originally written in German is now 
availahlc for the first tilne in English . 
Tra11slatf'd bv 1Warifred F. Kuttner. 

- $3.75 

PHILIPP FELDHEIM, Inc. 
The House of the Jewish Book 

96 East Broadway, New York, N. Y. 10002 

Jerusalem Branch: 

FELDHEIM PUBLISHERS Ltd. 
39 Tachkemoni Street, Jeru~alem, Israel 
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You CANE 
FOR y ARN IN ONE MO 
$200 -0$V6ROOSELF OR YOVR NTH, PART TIME 

ORGANIZATION ' 
BY SHOWING ARTSCROLL 

NEW YEAR CARDS! 

212 FIFTH AVENUE / NEW YORK, N.Y. 10010 / [212] 689-9832 

Dear Friend: 

ArtScroll Studios-- -America:'s foremost designers of Jewish 

1notif invitations--~has just designed a brand new Hne of Hebrew 

New Year Cards~·-so unusual, expressive, and "1rioving" that 

they wilJ "sell themselves ... 

We are seeking men and women who want to earn, either 

for themselves or their organizations. several hundred dollars in 

the next few weeks. taking orders for these name·imprinted cards. 

The Jine is prices slightly below comparable cards while their graphic 

expression and quality of work is superior 

order·taking really easy. 

. which ffi(lkes 

The Hebrew New Year Card "Season., this year is from ntid-

August to mid·Septe1nber. By answering this ad now, we will 

immediately send you our album and full information sa1es kit which 

shows step~by~step how to take orders for the imprinted cards, To 

receive this. and your commission schedule. etc., send $5.00 {refundable 

after first $50. of sales) directly to us. Use coupon below or a letter. 

Take this opportunity NOW _ don't put it off. 

Sincerely yours, 

Meir Zlotowitz 

]>_, .. ;_ //you can't 1>crso11a!ly taAc ad1'anta1<e of this oppnrtca1i1_i·, 

perhaps you can direct a friend to if. Thun/.:s..' 

;------, ArtScrtJ/1~-::i;---------
1 IOS Ltd., 212 Fifth ---------
' Gentlemen· Avenue IN y C 1 -----1 · · · · 0010 I 

I
I Lncl!1sed ,, $5 " II 
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I 

sci/inµ, kn (I I Your H b I 
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second looks 
at the jewish scene 

The B'nai Brith Fights for Judaism 
Key 73 has shaken up Jews of 

all concepts and groupings-from 
the most militantly religious to those 
of the most secular orientation. No 
one would like to see a Jewish soul 
seduced from his heritage. Yet the 
reaction to Key 73 varies from 
group to group. 

There is a certain fascination in 
trying to envision the response of 
a group like B'nai B'rith which 
(according to a descriptive pam
phlet This is B'nai B'rith) was 
founded in 1843 as "a society which, 
while based on the teachings of 
Judaism, would be free in its deli
berations from everything dogn1atic 
and doctrinal, and would be able to 
unite in a co1nmon purpose all 
Jews." How does a fraternal organi
zation that shuns religious doctrine 
defend Jewry from an attack that is 
specifically aimed at Judaism as a 
doctrine of belief? 

During its 129 years on the 
American scene, B'nai B'rith and 
its affiliates-with the notable ex
ception of the campus Hillel Houses 
-has concentrated on fraternal ac
tivities and social welfare. Its con
cept of furthering Jewish interests 
has spawned such self-defeating 
stands (in our view) as battling 
against government support of yeshi
vas and promoting scatter-site hous
ing. Its Anti-Defamation League 
has sought to protect Jewish rights 
by fighting quotas and outright 
barriers against Jews in country 
clubs, choice housing areas and 
medical schools. Its closest flirtation 
with religious doctrine has been its 
on-going penchant for dialogues 
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with Christian groups .... How, 
then, will B'nai B'rith defend the 
faithful, while studiously ignoring 
the faith? 'Is such a stance even 
possible? 

h ••• Does Not Justify Fears" 

Not surprisingly, the ADL did 
sniff out the scent of anti-Semitism 
in one of evangelist Billy Graham's 
statements of cautionary praise for 
Key 73, and duly objected. Beyond 
this, B'nai B'rith has continually 
minimized the Key 73 threat to 
Jews: 

A B'nai B'rith survey of 80 ca1n
puses has found only a "negligible 
percentage" of Jews attracted to 
funda1nentalist appeals, although 
so1ne for1n of missionary activity 
was reported at 50 of the schools. 

The findings challenged recent 
estimates that as 1nany as 7,000 
.f ett;fsh youth are being converted to 
Christianity each year. "While ag
gressive Christian prosel_vtizing in
herently constitutes a threat," the 
reality of Jewish student reaction 
"does not justify so1ne of the rising 
fears and alarnis in the Je,,vish com
munity," Dr. Alfred Jospe, Hillel 
national director declared. 

In the first sampling, taken late in 
the spring semester, only 15 cam
puses reported actual Je,,vish con
versions to Christianity. A fe1v 
large institutions-UCLA and the 
(Jniversi1ies of Michigan and Penn
sylvania-listed 25 to 30. (From 
California HERITAGE, December 29, 
1972.) 

Jn a recent edition of the Anti-
Defamation League BULLETIN, 

Rabbi Solomon S. Bernards ( direc
tor of AD L's Inter-religious Cooper
ation Department) also declared: 
"While there have been Jews affect
ed by the Jesus Revolution and 
converted over the past several 
years, they seem to be relatively few 
in number." Paranthetically he add
ed, "To be sure, every loss to the 
Jewish community, be it one or 
1nany, is to be reckoned with 
seriously," but his assessment is 
hardly a call to arms. 

How Safe is Pennsylvania? 

ls Pennsylvania really as safe 
from conversion threat as Dr. Jospe 
reports? In an article by Edward 
E. Plowman that appeared in Chris
tianity Today back in December 
17, 1971, the trend seemed much 
more ominous: 

Besides Orthodox, Conserva
tive and Reform .fudaisn1, a 
fourth branch is developing
Messianic .fudaisn1. Sponsored 
by the Young Hebrew Christian 
Alliance (YHCA) in Philadel
phia, groups sing, pray, cultivate 
their "HebrettJ heritage," and 
testify about their newly-kindled 
love for Jesus. In November a 
young rabbi (ex-chaplain) told 
70 University of Maryland stu
dents how he heca111e a follower 
of Messiah Jesus and a "co1n
pleted Jew." At "The Hidden 
Matzoh," a house in Philadel
phia, 60 young Jews (and some 
parents) met and "testified." 

Weddings ·Bar· Mitzvahs 
USA. I lsraei 

PHOT::;f !11111111111 
ZELMAN STUDIOS 

623 CORTELYOU ROAD 
{OFF OCEAN PKWY) 

BROOKLYN. N.Y. J1218 

(212) 941·5500 
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MEHL FAMILY 
Why the Soft-Pedal? 

. ~='6~~~li~ 
Why then does Dr. J ospe insist 

that all is well? And why doesn't the 
ADL's Rabbi Bernards sec even 
one case of shniad as the ultin1ate 
defamation of Judaism? Could B'nai 
B'rith's concept of Judaism, and 
hence Jewish survival~ dictate a dif
ferent set of priorities and another 
standard for what constitutes an 
e111ergency situation? Read on in 
Dr. Bernards' article in the ADL 
BULLETIN'. 

When synagogue youth 

Announce that they are now the exclusive 
Glatt Kosher Caterers, available under 
superv1s10n of Rabbi Dr. Joseph Breuer, 
maintaining their own Glatt Kosher Kitchen 

groups in Ne~v Jersey were hosts 
recently to c:hrisaan youth 
groups, the latter passed out 
literature ahout "decisions for 
(~. . . . " 1'his -i.t·as seriously re
sented by the Jewish youngsters 
and their parents, niany of 
whon1 called for ending all inter
religious progran1n1ing. Only 
because of the intervention of 
rabbis who know the value of 
Jewish-C~hristian dialogue in an 
atmosphere of mutual respect, 
was ahandontncnt averted. But 
the potential exists for a breach 
in J ewish-C'hristian cooperation 
on a 1nutually respectful level. 
Such a breach would indeed be 
unfortunate at a tirne when 
n1ore and more concerned 
churchmen are willingly and 
enthusiastically lvorking toward 
greater understanding of }C}1;'S 

and Judaism. The A nti-Defa
rnation League's resources and 
nzaterials are in ever-increasing 

AT 

Your own special occasion, catered to 
perfection, in the most dramatic setting, 
offering spectacular panoramic views of 

the entire City of New York. 

• 
ACCOMMODATIONS FOR 

100 to 1000 GUESTS 
With Parking & Open Chupah 

Also sfill available of aft 
leading Hotels and Temples. 

Call (212) BO 3-1070 o• S92-5000 
for choice \'(Teekcnd or Weekday dates. den rand by church-related 

• 
111 St. at 52 Ave., Flushing, Queens 

schools, s~minaries, clergy 
groups anll individual ministers. 
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A Yiddish-language appreciation of the life and times of the 

GERE ll Rt: BB E '7"YT 
on the oc:c:asion of his 25th Yohrzeit 

in a special 20-page supplement of DOS YIDDISHE VORT 
featuring thirty cuts and photos 

YOURS FOR ONLY $1 - per single copy 
Suhscdhe to this lively, informative rnonthly @ $5 for the first year. As a bonus 
receive. at no Pxtra eost: 

D ·the special issu.e of the Gerer Rebbe ?":S:l; D last year's special is~ne 
dPt1oted to the late Vizhnitzer Rebbe ;":s:t; O the thought-prouokinq 
inspiratiorwl Y01lfl1W lVl)RAIM ALMANAC: JOO-page unthology of reli
gious thought on Ro.~h Hashonoh, Yom Kippur and SifCcOs. ~ ~ 

Write: DOS YlDDISHE VORT, 5 Reek1nan Street, New -York, N. 'Y. 1003& 

The B'nai B'rith thus seems to 
have betrayed its deepest concern: 
not that in its super-zeal Key 73 
may convert Bernie to Bridget's re
ligion, but that it may drive dia
loguing out of business. Apparently 
the B'nai B'rith would consider this 
the ultimate tragedy, and this repre
sents their response to Key 73. 

Getting Acc1uainted, 
B'nai B'rith Style 

Perhaps this may seem a gratui
tous dig at a venerable American
J ewish .... organization. Instead of 
editorializing, it would be more 
fair to allow BB's actions to speak 
for themselves: 

ln the Philadelphia Jewish Times 
(March 8, 1973): JESUS CONVERT 

TALKS TO BB GIRLS: Reverend 
Monty (;arfield, a representative of 
the Messiah Mission of Jesus Move
n1ent lvas invited to speak to intro
duce the girls to the current wave 
of Key 73 type activity. [It was con
tended] that Garfield was an ineffec
tive spokesnian. A ccornpanying 
l~everenll Garfield ivas a young 
school teacher who claf!ned to have 
been Bar Mitzvah' d and a student 
of Dropsie and Gratz. "He was a 
far 1nore effective speaker," said 
Rabbi Freedman. "This kind of 
1nan represents the real threat be
cause he's young and infl-uential. 
He's the kind of man who can pre
sent an ariument to these girls who, 
because they don't really have the 
background, the sophistication to 
analyze his statements, will be 
.n·va.yed." 

In other words, BB girls who 
"don't have background or sophis
tication" are exposed to a "young 
and influential" convert for the sake 
of acquainting them with the latest 
style in Christian activity-as an
other phase of dialoguing, another 
step toward better understanding 
between Christians and Jews, as a 
measure of achieving cooperation 
among groups. This is not out of 
character if one's purpose is "to 
unite in common purpose all Jews 
... in a society ... free ... from 
everything dogmatic and doctrinal." 
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NonwDoctrine 
Ec1uals AntiwDoctrinc 

The B'nai B'rith's extremely high 
tolerance for threats to J udais1n (as 
opposed to attacks on Jewry) is 
indeed a direct outgrowth of its 
non-doctrine credo, for once a Jew
ish organization professes to ignore 
doctrine. it must battle doctrine. 
And ultimately the roots of anti
doctrine cannot but sprout betrayal 
and defamation in almost every 
situation: 

"fhis past spring in Savannah. 
Georgia, the Southern Region B'nai 
B'rith Youth Organization spon
sored a five-day convention at which 
it served non-kosher food. The 
Savannah Jewish Council was in
censed, and objected in a Letter to 
the Editor in the JEWISH POST AND 

OPINION: 

Savannah has always prided itself 
on its abilitv to have a vibrant Jew
ish con11nunity tt'hich provides a 
tt'ide iunbrella of services for a 
conununity of less than 3,000 Jews. 
K asher food is ahvays available for 
each and every occasion if one 
wants to take advantaf{e of it. 

In defense, Ira Shcicr, Director 
of South-Region BBYO, wrote: 
Many of the critics have overlooked 
the scope of a Southern Region 
BBYO convention rvhen cr>1n1nent
ing that kosher food is available. A 
Southern BBYO convention serves 
a n1inhnu1n of 325 people for a 
period of five days . ... The cost 
for a kosher convention is nearly 
$4,000. A nun1her of concerned 
groups have been 1nentioned as 
lvilling to provide the n1oney neces
sary to have a kosher convention. 
VVhile I ivou/d he l11fJling to accept 
the money, it is n1y feeling that 
$4,000 can do a lot of good in terms 
of the Jeivish conzmunity at large. 

You sec, kashrus is a very doc
trinaire sort of practice. and does 
nothing for "the Jewish community 
at large." 

Thus, B'nai B'rith's reaction to 
Key '73 conics into focus as part 
of its general posture of being a 
good American and a good Jew at 
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one and the sa1ne time-but only in 
one and the same way. One then no 
longer finds puzzlcn1cnt when BB 
expresses more concern about its 
relationship with (~hristians than its 
relationship with G-d. 

This hurts because, undoubtedly, 
every Jew regardless of fraternal 
affiliation must recognize that being 
a Jew is not simply a 1natter of 
seeking a delicate balance between 
maxin1um comfort and minimum 
commitment. To be a "Ben B'rith" 
is supposed to cost a little blood. 
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THE WORLD FAMOUS 
DIGEST OF MEFORSHIM 

'01J?7 "\nJ 'D1j?7 
l;i11:IT i:;Dl;!N i,Ni~W ,, '-"ii1ii~ 

Available of 

LEKUTEI INC. 
c/o I. Rosenberg 

10 West 47th Street, Room 702 
New York, N. Y. 10036 

20 Volumes on Torah, Perek, 
Medrash, Megilas and Talmud, 
Proceeds of sales distributed among 

Yeshivas and used for reprinting 
of volumes out-of-print 

PRICE $4.50 PER VOLUME 

TRADITION PERSONNEL AGENCY 

0 0 
:-] f' 

e1p 

"At Your Service With All Your Employment Nee'ds" 

Need A Shomer Shabbos Job? 
Looking For A Shomer Shabbos Person? 

For Fast, Efficient and Courteous Service 

18 W. 45th St., New York, N. Y. 10036 • 563·3994 
Open Monday night by appointment only 
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Yeshiva & Mesivta Zichron Meilach 
of Eastern Parkway 

REGISTRATION 
For All Divisions 

KINDERGARTEN PRE 1-A 
For Boys over 4 years of age For Boys over 3 years of age 

Cotnpctent & ()ualificd 1'cacltcr~ A '\Vell~kno"\\'ll, Experienced .Hahhi 

YESHIVA DEPARTMENT 
Grades 1 through 8 

MESIVTA DEPARTMENT 
High School - Beis Medras6 

Rchhcyirn who 11re n1en of Torah stature and Yiras Sbon1ayim • lntensivt~ and 
<'01nprchensivc learning prognnn • l)aily Minyan • Spcl'ial ela;:ses for µ:Hied stuilents 
• Individual Attention lo earh uilmid • Comph~te prop:rum of Mhhnayos Sc<lcr ~Toed 
• Outstandinp: General Studies prop:ram • Par111lcl dasscs • Char. hy Board of Rei;:ents 
Free transportation to East F!atbush, Canarsie, Flatbush, Bero Park, Mil! Basin, Crown Heights 

Registration Also Being Accepted for 
OUR FLATBUSH BRANCH 

Located at 1604 AVENUE R - modern air-conditioned building 
KINDERGARTEN PRE l·A 

(:onipctent & ()ua]ified 'l'eachers 

Free transportation to all parts of Flaibush, Bora Park, Sheepshead Bay, 
Bensonhurst, Brighton and other surrounding areas. 

For information inquire at: 

418 EAST 45th STREET, BROOKLYN, N. Y. 11203 • Tel. 469-7740 
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One of 
WORLD'S LARGEST 
CAMERA STORES 

Wall Street 
Camera Exchange 

Complete line of Cameras 
and Photo Supplies 

82 Wall Street 
New York, N. Y. 

Telephone: WH 4-0001 

~ '"' holef;ale 
• Mail Order 

• Retai1 

SpP<:ial Reductions to all 
Readers of 

"THE JEWISH OBSERVER" 

The Most Trusted Name 
in Kosher Poultry 

CLEANED 

SOAKED and SAL TED 

READY-TO-COOK and COOKED 

Q 

EMPIRE KOSHER POULTRY, Inc. 
MIFFLIN TOWN, PA. 17059 

MOVINC? 
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Be sure to notify us in 
advance so that your copies 
will continue to reach you. 

No One Knows Why Exactly 

A nice Christian lady called me 
the other day and asked, "Now that 
the Jews have all of Jerusalem, there 
is talk that you people arc going 
to rebuild the ancient Holy Temple." 
"No," I replied, "Jewish tradition 
prescribes that the re-building of 
the Holy Temp!c--known as the 
Beis Hamikdash-can only take 
place at the 'end of days,' when the 
Messiah arrives." 

After she hung up, it occurred to 
me that we are fortunate to have 
such a tradition. Otherwise, the 
following might take place: 

The Knesset today declared a 
world-wide fund-raising effort to 
rebuild the Beis Hamikdash in Jeru
salem. Premier Golda Meir extended 
personal invitations to the world's 
Jewish leaders (those who had given 
$25,000 and up to the UJA) to go 
up to J crusaie1n on a special Mission 
to discuss the situation with her 
personally. At the meeting, a goal 
of one billion dollars was set for 
the campaign. In an emotional 
speech, the Minister of Interior 
declared, "We have been waiting 
for this event for two thousand 
years. This will mean ten million 
additional tourists in the next 
decade." 

In Atlanta, the Jewish community 
was mohilized. A City-wide Beis 
Hamikdash committee was formed. 
In order to begin the ca1npaign on 
a high note, the Steering Committee 
planned a Beis Hamikdash Kickoff 
Dinner Dance to take place at one 
of the non-kosher country clubs on 
a Friday night. 

Shock waves were immediately 
felt throughout the Jewish com
munity. The traditional Jews de
nounced the event as a religious 
affront; newspaper ads pleaded that 
it was a 1natter of conscience; rabbis 
declared that it was hypocrisy to 
rebuild a House of G-d by violating 
G-d's laws. and recalled that in a 

democracy the voice of a minority 
must also be heeded. 

But the Steering Committee was 
adamant. We must have it on Fri
day night, they said, in order to 
ensure the success of the campaign; 
we have taken a vote and majority 
rules; we will not be dictated to by 
a small group; besides, who keeps 
Shabbat and Kashrut these days 
anyway; for those who want it, a 
fruit plate will be served. Finally, 
the committee chairman declared 
emotionally, "The Community Cal
endar has been cleared for this 
event; how can we change it now?'' 

But in an effort to heal the breach 
in the community, the Committee 
formed a Study Commission to re
view the entire problem. After a 
nu1nber of 1neetings, the Co1nmis
sion noted that Shabbat was a good 
thing. They also endorsed the Fri
day night Dinner Dance. However, 
the Commission proposed new 
guidelines for future Friday night 
Dinner Dances: 

(a) the treifa food should be eaten 
in a spirit of Kashrut; (b) the viola
tions of Shabbat should be done in 
a spirit of Shabbat; (c) the affair 
should begin late enough on f'riday 
night to allow everyone to go to 
services first; (d) fruit plates should 
be available; ( e) a Shabbat atmos
phere should be created; (f) a bowl 
of flowers and a sign reading "Shah
bat Shalom" should be placed in 
the middle of the dance floor; ( g) 
all wines should be Israeli; (h) 
everything that is done should be 
meaningful. 

The Steering Committee approved 
the Study Commission's guidelines 
by an overwhelming majority, and 
the Beis Hamikdash Dinner Dance 
went on as scheduled on the ap
pointed Friday night. Miss Israel of 
5733 was a special guest, and re
ceived a standing ovation. The main 
speaker was a prominent figure in 
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the Israeli Foreign Office, who 
spoke of the significance of the Beis 
Hamikdash. "Christians have their 
Vatican, Mosle1ns have their Mec
ca," he said emotionally. "Why 
shouldn't Jews have a Beis Hamik
<lash in Jerusalem?" He received a 
standing ovation. He continued: 

large bronze plaque onto which 
would be inscribed the names of 
all those who contributed $5,000 
and up on a five year basis. "This is 
the first time in the history of the 
Beis Hamikdash," he declared, "that 
an Atlanta Room has been estab-
1ished." He received a standing 

reality as in days of yore. The Mes
siah is just around the corner!" 

"This building can be the final an
swer to Israel's economy. It wiU 
bring in millions of dollars to the 
country." The chairman of the 
Steering Con1mittee then announced 
that the Beis Hamikdash would have 
a special "Atlanta Room," with a 

ovation. 

That year, American Jews raised 
almost a billion dollars towards the 
Beis Hamikdash campaign. But 
somehow, the building was never 
put up. Nor did the Messiah ever 
appear. 

l 

The evening was a huge success. 
No one knows why exactly. 

Three million dollars was raised. 
"We are proud of you," said the 
Chairman. "Because of your dedi
cation and sacrificial giving, the 
Holy l~cmp1e wi11 once again be a 

EMANUEL FELDMAN 

Rabbi of 
Congregation Beth Jacob 
of Atlanta Georgia 
from, his c:ongregation Bulletin 

JM. 
~a&iv 

®rcqcstrns 

Bus. M'gr. 

Yitzchok Braun 
(212} 633.3381 

Summer in Israel 
with 

AGUDATH ISRAEL TOURS 
A WONDERFUL EXPERIENCE!!! 
• Round !rip air transportation 
• Strictly kosher hotels 
• FuU sightseeing program with expert 

Orthodox, licensed guides 
• All transfers, guide and entrance fees 

Departure Dates: 
JULY 31 lTisha B'Av in Jerusalem) • 
AUG. 8 • AUG. 14 • SEPT. 24 (Rosh 
J-lashana in Jerusalem) • OCTOBER 8 

Michael Harbater 
{212} 327·5526 

Ask .for Aliza 1VOrV at: ISuccos in Jerusalem) 

AGUDATH ISRAEL TRAVEL DEPARTMENT 
5 Beekman Street, New York City 10038 - Phone:964-1620 or 258-0709 

Alf Individual and Group Travel Needs • Israel - Europe - United Sfofes 

The first and ONLY ONE to have expedited 
matters swiftly enough so that inter1nent was 

made in Israel in less than 24 hours. 
Over Zl Years Experience in 

INTERMENT IN ISRAEL 
Graves Available in All Parts of Israel 

Fully Authorized Agent 
Licensed by Israeli Authorities 

PINCUS MANDEi. 
-- No Associates -

Over 43 Years of Cemetery Experience 
( 18 years with Beth David Cemetery on long Island; 

now Administrative Consultant of Beth Israel 
Cemetery, Woodbridge, N. J.) 

Known for Personalized, ULTRA-ORTHODOX 
Procedure in Rendering a 

Dedicated, Dependable, Efficient Service 
at Reasonable Cost 

175 LEE AVENUE, BROOKLYN, N. Y. 11211 
Day and Night Phone (2121 855-5121 

Graves procured directly from Chevros Kadisha 
appointed hy ESTABLISHED KEHILOS, and 
responsible for their Community Cemetery. 

~SCHECHTER '(!, 
K:~:R/la7i88£1111H@L 

ENTIRE OCEANFRONT BLOCK- J7th to 31th St. MIAMI BEACH 
... is a GREAT Kosher Hotel - you'll love it! 

•DIAL For Reservations Speak to 
MIAMI SAM SCHECHTER FREE PARKING 

BEACH 800 - 327 - 8165 PRIVATE POOL 

FREEi Or Call N.Y. Off: Pl 7~4238 AND 
SANDY BEACH 

• Evenings&SundayFA7~1742 

Do you have room in your heart 
for a Jewish child in need of a foster home? 

Call OHEL FOSTER CARE 
(212) 851-6300 

The only Orthodox child-caring agency in New York 
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Letters to the Editor 

UNITED 

Chevra Kadisha D'chasidim 
Har Hamnuchot • Eretz Hachaim 

Founded 1856 

BURIAL IN JERUSALEM 
AND ALL CEMETERIES IN ISRAEL 

• 
maal1n sakobesh 

society 
44 CANAL ST. 

NEW YORK CITY l 0002 
Nr. E. Broadway Sta. "F'' Train 

Day & Nite Phone 

925·2277. 8 

In Canada: 
Chevra Kadisha 

of United Jewish Congregations 
Montreal Tel.: 273-3211 

"Tragefly of Religious Zionisin" 
-Indictment of Agudah 

To the Editor: 

Knowing your sens1tiv1ty to cri
ticism of Agudath Israel in the 
columns of The fe}vfslz Observer, l 
am quite surprised at your publica
tion of an article that appears to be 
the most lacerating indictment of 
Agudath Israel that I've ever read. 
I refer to "The Tragedy of Religious 
Zionism" in your March, 1973 
issue. Although that article osten
sibly criticizes the cooperation of 
Mafdal with Medina! Yisrael, its 
argu1ncnts fall with double i111pact 
on Agudah. If as Mr. Meyers states, 
"that the State does not tolerate any 
truly independent Torah authority 
and will not really reckon with 
Torah concerns . . . !hut merely 

GO KOSHER ... f • V 
... WITH 

SCHREIBER 

30 

Also available on retjuest in 
from-home eating places 
and in retail stores. 

PREPARED UNDER. RABBINICAL® 
SUPERVISION OF THE UNION OF u 
ORTHODOX CONGREGATIONS 
US. GOVERNMENT INSPECTED 

hotels, hospitals, other away-

~;f.h,r..~a~e~•~!'" 
9024 Foster Ave., Bklyn., N.Y. 11236 

Phone (212) 272·9184 

J 
manipulates Torah to give] a dis
tinctive Jewish coloration to the 
State of T sracl ... for practical po
litical considerations." then it is 
wrong for any Joyal adherent of 
Torah to participate in the State's 
political activity in any n1anner, 
shape or form. This is the position 
of the Neturei Karta. It is the only 
position that is tenahle \Vith Torah, 
reason and Mr. Meyer's pre1nises. 
.Maf<lal's position, whether one ac
cepts it or not. is consistent with 
Torah and reason. They reject the 
idea that the Medinah is ma'aselz 
sot on that cannot be reforn1cd. Their 
position is that the establishment of 
Orthodox Judaism in the Army, 
family Jaw, holidays. food supply, 
education and other significant areas 
are not inconsequential gains and 
that the loss of the battle over TV, 
autopsies and Galuth conversions 
are unfortunate but not important 
enough to warrant the jettisoning of 
these gains. One need not accept 
this argument in toto, and I don't, 
but one cannot reject it out of hand . 
If one agrees that Mapai is better 
than the Mandate or the Turk, then 
one's disagreement with Mafda1 
must be one of degree nnd not of 
principle. We may then disagree 
with the wisdom of Mafdal's tactics 
but not with their basic strategy. 

However, if as Mr. Meyers 
claims, that the choice is total sepa
ration of religion fron1 the state, 
how can he justify the action of 
Agudath Israel in sitting in the par-

SING, YOU RIGHTEOUS 
by 

RABBI AVIGDOR MILLER 
355 PAGK<; . S6.SO 

102 E. 52nd St., ll'ktyn, N. Y. 11203 
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1iament and participating fro111 tin1e 
to time in a government that claims 
to lead a Jewish State? If there is 
no hope of making Mapai a ba'a/ 
teshuvah \Vhat jusification is there 
in a partnership with an irredee1n
ablc rasha? 

I look forward to a good pilpul 
justifying Mr. Meyer's position. 

REUBEN E. GROSS 

Staten Island, New York 

Davi<l il'I eyers replies: 

_,\gudah-not Dogma of 
Sanctifi<·ation Nor of Villifi"ation 

That Mr. Gross did not read my 
article properly is excusable-but 
not his misreading of the actuai 
situation. Ncturei Karta docs not 
oppose Medina! Yisrael because it 
cannot be rcforn1ed and docs not 
reckon with l~orah concerns, but 
because in its view the entire Me
dinah is possul. And Mizrachi, on 
the other hand, says "Halle/" on 
Yon1 Hoatznul'us not because the 
State can be refonncd and 111ajor 
gains can be achieved for Torah, 
but because the entire idea of the 
Medinah is sacred. Herein, as l 
tried to point out. lies the dilemma 
of the Mizrachi: the need to 1nain
tain this position vis-a-vis the State 
irrespective of whether Torah in
terests arc protected. advanced, or 
tragically eroded. 

In contrast, the attitude of the 
Agudah has been, on the one hand, 
not to view the State as an ideal 
but, accepting it as a fact, to work 
to protect Torah interests in it as 
hcst feasible. There was a ti1nc 
(once, at the beginning of the State, 
and not "fro111 time to time") when 
certain basic concessions were 1nadc 
by the governn1ent, and Agudath 
Israel joined the govern1nent-but 
it was a conditional and strategic 
step. not an ideological co111n1it
mcnt, and therefore Agudath Israel 
quit when basic demands were not 
met. It has continued to sit in the 
Knesset (\vhcre there is no collec
tive responsibility in1plicit, as in 
membership in the Cabinet), again 
as a conditional and strategic step. 
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but the time may come when this 
too 1nay become impossible or 
totally useless. That meanwhile this 
point has not been reached, and 
that we still have to use the forum 
of the Knesset to clan1or, to de
mand.and to protest, should not 
blind us to the deterioration of the 
religious situation insofar as the 
State is concerned. 

However, neither my "pilpul" nor 
Mr. Grass's heavy sarcasm should 
be taken on faith. The distinction 
between partnership and responsi
bility for the State, on one hand, 
and the use of its political machin
ery (e.g. Knesset) for Torah inter
ests was made by Gedolei Yisroel 
acting through the Moetzet Gedolei 
Ha1'orah, and 'vas clarified in a 
classic essay by the Kamenitzer 
J~osh Yeshiva, Rabbi Reuven Gro
zovsky '"~!. This essay, "On the 
Participation of Men1bers of Agu
dath Israel in the Government in 
Erctz Yisroel" has recently hecn 
reprinted in a collection of his 
essays (Bayos flaz111an) and is re
quired reading for anybody who 
cares to understand Daas HaTorah. 

Of course, the position here ex
pressed while not in agreement with 
Ncturci Karta, is certainly far fron1 
that of Mizrachi. The Mizrachi's 
concern is not with tactics or even 
strategy-it is committed to the 
State, right or wrong, and thut is a 
stand which, Mr. Gross notwith-

lu•urious Glott Kod•er Focilities 
wifh such ele.;ionl new touche. '* 

SlP'ARA-Tf 
SMOltGASIORD ROOMS 

Ol'EN CHUPAH ROOtti\ 
Nith Bridal Siloi.thett• 

Dome Can•py 
Ju•t compf.tfll ... 

the aH n- fmpt,.. to.m 

standing, is neither according to 
Torah nor to reason. D 

Yeshivos Must A.l'oid 
Comprotnise 

To the Editor: 
I have just completed reading 

your article "Mon1ent of Truth" 
(May '73), and I would like to 
con1mcnt on the position that you 
have taken. 

As a teacher of Social Studies in 
the public school system of the City 
of New York, while serving at the 
same ti111e as Principal of General 
Studies at Yeshiva and Mcsivta Ohr 
Yisroel (Forest Hills, N. Y.), l 
have had the opportunity to see the 
progress of education in both. Jew
ish Day Schools must remain in 
existence, especially in these tiu1es 
which are extremely dangerous to 
religious education. 'The pressures 
being exerted upon parochial schools 
by secular organizations offer finan
cial assistance in exchange for com
promise. But, this compromise ii;; 
not solely one of an administrative 
nature. lt is a compromise of the 
basic structure of religious educa
tion; a compromise which has been 
accepted by other parochial schools. 
This type of compromise 111ust not 
be accepted hy yeshivas. 

As a product of parochial school 
education I wish to caution those 
who are dedicated to yeshiva edu-

the 

PRUZANSKY BROTHERS 
announce a policy of 

SPECIAL CATEHIN& HATES 
throughout the year . . 

with particuf~rfy moder1t1 package dHls. 

JI 



LETTERS CONTINUED 

cation. Only with steadfast refusal 
can yeshivas hope to remain in 
existence without compromise to 
their basic ideas and traditions. Only 
with renewed dedication on the part 
of interested parties, can yeshivas 
remain the guiding force in Judaism. 
And only with support and supreme 
sacrifice can this be done. 

In this time of extreme modern
ism and materialism it is the duty 
of every person to give total support 
to religious education, so that the 
support of secular organizations be
comes unnecessary. 

FRANK J. FERRERO 
Principal of General Studies, 
Yeshiva & Mesivta Ohr Yisroel 
Forest Hills, New York 

Reh Aharon: 
Sha''uos Inspiration 

To the Editor: 
It was Erev Shavuos and I was 

exhausted from a day's work. I 
knew that J would have to rest a bit 
if I expected to stay up the entire 
night. The Jewish Observer had 
just arrived and so in the spirit of 
Shavuos I thought I would start the 
article on Reh Aharon ?"lT. 

After a few paragraphs I sat up 

-and so with each paragraph, new 
strength came to me as I read and 
absorbed one of the very best 
articles I have ever seen in The 
Observer. 

My Shavuos was different and I 
want to thank you and especially 
Shaul Kagan. PAYSACH KROHN 

Kew Gardens, N. Y. 

Reh A11aron: 
\'1 ords of Love and "Emes" 

To the Editor: 
The article by Rabbi Shaul Kagan 

on Rcb Aharon '"~! is a heart 
rending account of the Gadol Ha
dar. In many places it brings one 
to tears, for even after ten years 
we feel the loss of one single great
est connection with the Borei Olani, 
Baruch Hu. As one rememhers 
"those glowing blue embers" of 
eyes-the rapid speech-the entire 
picture-we feel as orphans. 

The writer's words bespeak a Jove 
for Torah and e1nes-a real kavod 
for "The Rosh Yeshiva." ... As 
one mentioned at the levayah: "This 
was the greatest turnout of Jews for 
kavod haT orah since the country 
was settled in J 600." 

YosAIF CHAIM SCHWAB 
Elizabeth, New Jersey 

A Little Praise 

To the Editor: 
... The Jewish Observer is a re-

RABBI JOZEF KATZ mu MARK LOVTNGER 

• 
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83 Division Avenue Brooklyn, N. Y. 11211 

OF 

ALL LEADING HOTELS BANQUET HALLS 

AND JEWISH CENTERS AVAILABLE 

388-4204 388-3590 863-8892 

Caterer for Agudath Israel Conventions and Dinners • 

freshing chizuk to Jews in the out
lying regions of the country. Keep 
up the good work! 

RABBI BENJAMIN FIELD 
Phoenix, Arizona 

JO: •.. (;one Too Far 

To the Editor: 
Canceling subscription. You have 

gone too far. JosEPH MuscoT 
Brooklyn, N. Y. 

Knows "Zalrny" 

To the Editor: 
What a surprise to find a blow

by-blow description of my own 
daughter or at least her male 
counterpart in the Jewish Observer 
("Zalmy Speaks"-March, 73). 

Perhaps a teacher here and there 
will gain a bit of insight into such 
an "'unfathomable creature" and 
give him a second chance. "Zalmy" 
may try one's patience-but what a 
reward there is in watching him 
blossom! BRACHA Erc11ENTHAL 

Brooklyn New York 
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L. ZISHINSKY 
850 Eastern Parkway 
Braaklyn, N. Y. 11213 

Tel. 772-2837 • 493-7170 
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A RESIDENT FINISHING SCHOOL DEDICATED TO THE CONCEPT OF 

<1• ,rir.i c•?rin) ntl')£l 1~n:i n:i ni1:i:i '.J:i 

OFFERING 

Full Four Year Regents Accredited 
High School Program 
Superb Individually Tailored 
Hebrew Studies Program 
Programs and Instruction in Physical 
Education, Dramatics, Arts & Crafts, 
Homemaking Skills 
Co-Curricular Projects 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

• 
• 

School Choir and Band 
International Student Body 
Landscaped 96 Acre Campus 
Modern Fire-Proof Structures 
Residence Rooms Fully Carpeted, 
With Private Balcony and Bath 
Full Four Season Sports Program 
Day and Overnight School Trips 

Continuing in the principles of its founder, HORAV AVROHOM NEWHOUSE, ;":;; 

For Further Inforniation Contact 

p·r1irr1ia Bois ;yc1akc)CJ 
Executive Office: 1415 EAST 7TH STREET, BROOKLYN, N. Y. 11230 
Ferndale Office: BAIS YAAKOV CAMPUS, FERNDALE, N. Y. 12734 

TEL. (212) 375-3533 
TEL. (914) 292-8193 
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PIRCHEI "BIKUR CHOLIM" 
PROGRAM 

The National Council of Pirchei 
Agudath Israel presented programs in 
Brooklyn State Hospital, Hospital for 
Chronic I)iseases and Manhattan State 
Hospital, in order to bring joy to these 
forgotten patients. it was announced by 
Rabbi Joshua Silbermintz, national di
rector of Pirchei Agudath Isrdel. 

"fhe progran1s were organized in con
junction with the Rifka Laufer Bikur 
(:holim headed by Mrs. Rochel Wolf, 
who prepared the refreshments and pre
sents for everyone. The Pirchei band, 
directed by Joseph Leshkowitz, the 
young soloists and story tellers enter
tained the hundreds of patients, and 
smiles were seen on these usually sad 
faces. These unfortunate Jews were 
happy when they heard children singing 
and young adults playing with only one 
goal in mind: to hring joy to them. The 
rabbis of these hospitals expressed heart
felt thanks to the National Council of 
Pirchei Agudath Israel for organizing 
a real Jewish program in the true spirit 
of the Yon1 Tov. They mentioned that 
this may be the only progran1 with real 
Jewish content that is presented to the 
patients. 

This is one aspect of the intensive 
progran1 of the National Council of 
Pirchei Agudath lsrael for sick people 
in hospitals, old age homes and nursing 
homes. Our older men1bers of Pirchei 
Agudath Israel in Boro Park visit and 
help sick and lonely Jews in the Boro 
Park area of Brooklyn. Anyone who 
knows a sick or older person in the 
Roro Park area who needs help or com
panionship, please contact Rabbi Joshua 
Si!bermintz at W() 4-1620, Monday thru 
Thursday. between 3 and 5:30 P.M. 
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SERVICES ARRANGED IN 
YOUR COMMUNITY 

Norman L. Jeffer 
COMMUNITY CHAPELS, 

Inc. 
47th Street & Ft. Hamilton Parkway 

Brooklyn Phone UL 3-4000 

Mik.vah under Supervision ol 
Bik.ur Cholim of Soro Park 

SENATOR BYRD ALTERS NEW ELECTION DAY BILL 
TO ACCOMMODATE RELIGIOUS JEWS 

A bill to change federal elections day 
to the first "fucsday in October, intro
duced by Senator Robert C. Byrd (W. 
Va.), Senate Majority Whip, was altered 
recently to accommodate religious Jew
i<;h citizens. Senator Jacob K. Javits 
(N. Y.) relayed this development to 
the Legislative Commission of Agudath 
Jsrael of America, which had explained 
to the West Virginia Senator and other 
leading legislators how this bill would 
disenfranchise observant Jews who are 
prohibited to vote on Jewish religious 
holidays. 

Senator Byrd's bill ai1ned to shorten 
the length of ca1npaigns, by holding the 
election one month earlier than the tra
ditional Novcn1ber day. The Commission 
on Legislation of Agudath Israel of 
America prepared a chart which indi
cated that had this change been instituted 
in 1965, religious Jews would have since 
then lost their ability to vote on three 

N. Y. YESHIVOS TO RECEIVE 
$!/o MILLION TEXTBOOKS 

FROM BILL SIGNED 
BY GOV. ROCKEFELLER 

Governor Nelson A. Rockefeller 
signed a bill this month, passed by the 
New York State Legislature, which 
provides textbooks to children attending 
all non-public schools from the kinder
garten through the sixth grade. as part 
of a package state education-aid bill. 
According to Rabbi Menachem Shayo
vich, chairman of the Legislative Con1-
1nission of Agudath Israel of America, 
which spearheaded the campaign among 
Jewish circles for passage of this bill, 
Yeshivos (Jewish day schools) in New 
York State will receive about $1/2 million 
fro1n this new law. 

Students of non-public schools from 
the seventh through the twelfth grades 
have already been receiving free text· 
books from the state since 1966. The 
constitutionality of this original textbook 
law was upheld by the U.S. Supreme 
Court, and this new extension of the 
textbook benefits to the lower grades 
cannot therefore become embroiled in 
any legal controversy. D 

i1'5lil ~!l1~ 

EV 7-1750 
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occasions when the first ·ruesday in 
October was either a Jewish religious 
holiday or the eve of such a holiday: in 
1965, 1968, and 1971. Since religious 
holidays begin at sundown of the 
preceding day, holding elections on the 
eve of a holiday would also auton1atic
ally har religious Jews fro1n exercising 
their voting rights. 

Senator J a vi ts played a major role in 
personally presenting the religious con
sequences of his bill to Senator Byrd. 
As a result. Senator Byrd has now 
changed his bill by introducing a new 
measure which would hold the primary 
elections in August, in order to decrease 
the campaign time in a different fashion. 

Agudath Israel comn1ended Senator 
Byrd for his "sensitivity to the religious 
rights of the American Jewish com
munity,'' and congratulated Senator 
Javits for his service in hringing the 
is/iUC to a "happy ending.'' O 

"FIRST TASTE JN YIDDISHKEIT' 
PROGRAMS AT CAMP AGUDAH 

AND CAMP BNOS 

Special programs will be 1naintained 
for children from twenty-five states who 
arc receiving their "first taste in Yiddish
keit" at Camp Agudah for boys and 
Ca111p Bnos for girls, the summer edu
cational project sponsored by Agudath 
Israel of America, according to Rabbi 
Boruch B. Borchardt, adn1inistrator. The 
camps are located in Ferndale and 
Liberty. New York, in the heart of the 
Catskill Mountains, and have for the 
past three decades benefited tens of 
thousands of youngsters. 

Besides the American campers, large 
contingents of boys and girls from Cen
tral American countries will also spend 
their vacation season at the Agudist 
camps, which began their nine-week 
season on June 28. Camp Agudah 
and Camp Bnos conduct unique pro
grams, which 1nake use of the summer 
months to instill in children a strong 
attachment. to Yiddishkeit. 

Since the establishment of the two 
Agudist camps over thirty years ago, 
hundreds of children from non-Orthodox 
homes were inspired through the camps' 
progra1n to obtain their education in 
Yeshivos and Bais Yaakov schools, and 
today Jive a full Jewish life. Many of 
the camps' products play important roles 
in Jewish community life in every part 
of the lJnited States. D 
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AGUDATH ISRAEL DEMANDS 
NON-ORTHODOX GROUPS 

"RESTORE LOSSES SUPREME 
COURT DECISION CAUSED TO 

YESHIVOS" 
Non-Orthodox Jewish groups which 

participated in the legal battles against 
government aid to non-public schools 
culminating in the April 25th U.S. Su
preme Court decision voiding these aid 
bills, were called upon to "restore the 
money which their actions denied to 
the Jewish day schools." This challenge 
was made by Rabbi Moshe Sherer, 
executive president of Agudath Israel of 
America, which for many years has 
spearheaded the battle for government 
aid to Yeshivas. 

"These non-Orthodox Jewish organi
zations cannot escape their co-responsi
bility for the Joss of millions of dollars 
to Jewish education resulting from the 
Supreme Court's overturning the New 
York and Pennsylvania school aid bills, 
and instead of paying lip-service to 
Jewish community responsibility to Ye
shivos, they should transfer to the Jewish 
day schools part of the millions of 
dollars they spend in their annual 
budgets for matters of secondary im
portance," the Agudath Israel leader 
asserted. 

Rabbi Sherer labelled the Supreme 
Court's decision "a sad day in American 
history, with a devastating impact on 
the future of non-public education in 
this country." He pointed out that the 
Supreme Court's voiding by a 6-3 vote 
of the New York State Omnibus Aid 
Bill, which includes state tax credits for 
non-public school parents, puts an end 
to the current national federal tax credit 
effort. Agudath Israel is participating in 
high-level conferences in Washington of 
non-public school leaders to access the 
impact of the Supreme Court's decisions 
and to plan future activities to win 
financial relief for non-public education. 

LIKE 
THE JEWISH OBSERVER? 

You can share it with 
dozens of readers for 
only $5.00 -
SEND A GIFT SUBSCRIPTION 
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SUMMER CAMPS FOR 
RUSSIAN IMMIGRANT CHILDREN 

ORGANIZED BY RUSSIAN 
IMMIGRANT RESCUE FUND 

Hundreds of Russian immigrant chil
dren will for the second summer season 
in a rO\V enjoy the benefits of spending 
summer vacations in Orthodox Jewish 
camps in Israel, sponsored by the Rus
sian Immigrant Rescue Fund, it was 
announced by Sander Kolitch, chairman 
of the major Orthodox Jewish agency 
in this area. 

Mr. Kolitch declared that the Jsraeli 
counterpart committee of the Russian 
Jmmigrant Rescue Fund, headed by the 
distinguished philanthropist Meyer David 
Lewenstein of Tel Aviv, was so im
pressed with the spiritual effectiveness of 
its summer camping program during the 
1972 season, that it decided to expand 
this program this summer. 

"fhe Russian immigrant children will 
receive scholarships for beneficial vaca
tions this summer provided for them by 
the Russian Immigrant Rescue Fund, 
with many of the various summer camps 
throughout the Holy Land established 
through the initiative of the agency's 
activists. 

The Russian Immigrant Rescue Fund 
whose American office is located at 5 
Beekman Street, New York City, is 
headed by the country's foremost Torah 
authorities, and sponsors a broad range 
of activities and projects to help the 
religious absorption of Russian "olim" 
in 1sn1el, particularly safeguarding the 
spiritual life of the immigrant children. 

D 

ANNOUNCING A TOTALLY 

NEW PUBLICATION 

1ll'j7 
n11'1n 

l'Jl1'Y 
A summAr!:J op 

hALAChos Of Th~ !lrmJ 
a pamphlet written in clear, concise 
English, containing over 30 diagrams 

and illustrations 

Presenting what you must know regarding 

• When is an Eruv needed? 
• How can one construct an Eruv 

simply and effectively? 
• What are the pitfalls to avoid? 
• When must one check an Eruv 

and how? 
• A brief summary of 

niwi nii'::>wi niiln '~ii'Y 'J'i 

Particularly relevant to Summer 
Shabbosos in bungalow colonies, 

hotels, and at home. 

A.,aifable in Hebrew book. stores @ 50¢ 
per copy, or write to the author: 

RABBI SHIMON EIDER 
P.O. Box 162, Lakewood, N. J. 08701 

When ordering from the author, add 15¢ 
for postage .S handling. For five or more 
copies there is no charge for postage .S 
handling. Special rates for bulk. orders. 

D'H1' 
'7JmHYl\7 vpM,HiTU1H 

Yerelm orthodox Chapel 
93 Broadway - Brooklyn, N.Y. 11211 

DIGNIFIED TRADITIONAL SERVICES 
THROUGHOUT THE METROPOLITAN AREA 

Kovod Haniftar Observed 

Feel free to call us for any 

information regarding burial minhagin1 

24 hour service 

Day and Night phone 384-6784 
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BAIS YAAl(OV OF BROOl(LYN 
We are pleased to a11non11ce that 

RABBI SHRAGE SILVERSTEIN 
Noted Scholar and Educator 

has joined our Seminary Staff for the coming school year of 1973-7 4 

Other Fa,,ulty Members are: 

RABBI ABRAHAM BLUMENKRANTZ 
RABBI NATHAN BULMAN 
RABBI SHl,OMO ROTENBERG 
DR. ALFRED S(;HNELL 
RABBI ZEVUUN LEIBB 
RABBI ARON ZUCKERMAN 

f~or information and registration, for our day and evening sessions, write to: 

BAIS YAAKOV OF BROOKLYN 
1362 -- 49th STREET • BROOKLYN, N. Y. ll219 

NOT ONLY THE PRICE OF STEAK HAS GONE UP 
Bringing you the bread-anti-butter of your thinking also costs more. 

Soaring costs are an unfortunate con1n1on feature of the daily lives of The Jewish Observer readers. 
We too, have been victimized by the inflationary spiral. For ten years we have kept this unpleasant 
fact of life away front the pages of our n1agazine and we have maintained a steady subscription 
rate that in no way reflected increasing production cost. Unfortunately, we arc no longer capable 
of doin~ so. 

One year (that is, 10 issues, regardless of irregularities in 
publishing frequency) - - - - $ 6.50 

Two years (20 issues) - - - - 11.00 (you save $2) 
Three years (30 issues) - - - - 15.00 (you save $4.50) 

For overseas subscriptions, add $1.00 per year. 

HOWEVER, A LAST OPPORTUNITY IS STILL YOURS: 
Any new subscription, gift subscription, or subscription~renewal postn1arked hefor~ Sept. ] 5 

will he honored at the old rate of $5 per year~ $8.50 for two years, $12.00 for three years. 

If mailing before September 15, 1973, you may strike out amounts printed and enter old subscription rates. 

THE JEWISH OBSERVER/ 5 Beekman Street/ New York, N. Y. 10038 
0 NEW SlJRSCRIPTION or RENEW AL: l year of J.O. - S6.50; For 2 years of J.O.: $13 value . Subtract $2 -
Send $11 only! For 3 yearg of ].0.: $19.50 value ·Subtract $4.50 ···-· Send $15 only! D GIFT: $6.50 ·-·- I year; $11, 
2 years; $15, 3 years of J.O. 

Send Magazine to: Send Bill to: 
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